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Preface

Audiovisual, interactive and mobile media interweave with our everyday life, a major aspect of the so-called megatrend digitalization. In almost all our areas of life, be it private or professional, they change our behavior and affect our perception, thinking and feeling. The ‘Forum Media Technology (FMT)’ is a scientific event that aims at providing an intensive dialogue of experts working at agencies, studios, and companies of different industries with students, lecturers, researchers, and developers in the field of digital media.

This year in its 11th edition, the Forum Media Technology was held on November 28-29, 2018 at St. Pölten University of Applied Sciences, Austria. In conjunction with the main conference, the 4th edition of the trans-disciplinary symposium ‘All Around Audio (AAA)’ were part of the two day program.

All Around Audio Symposium

Although, audio has not abandoned its status as a standalone discipline, its trans-disciplinary participation at the conception and design of products and environments has become more and more essential. In this sense, All Around Audio not only addresses specialists in the audio domain but particularly encourages researchers and designers from other fields to participate in the symposium. In its forth edition, 16 international speakers were invited for talks on a wide spectrum of topics reaching from media economy, audio technology, auditory display to music and media arts.

Forum Media Technology Conference Track

Submissions for the FMT conference track were accepted in three categories of full, short papers and demos. All submitted papers underwent a double-blind review process, during which each paper was reviewed by at least two members of the international program committee (IPC) of the conference. Based on the written reviews, final decisions were made by the paper chairs and finally 9 papers (6 full + 2 short + 1 demo) were accepted for presentation at the conference (acceptance rate: 90%). The accepted papers can be clustered into three areas: audio, augmented reality & visualization, as well as human-computer interaction.

For the third time this year, also one best paper and two honorable mention awards were given to the top three contributions of the FMT. The award is based on the scientific excellence of the paper as well as the presentation performance of the authors at the conference. The selection process for the best paper award followed a three-step process. First, IPC members indicated whether a paper should be considered for the award. Based on that, the paper chairs decided on a short list of three nominated papers for the award and the selected papers’ authors were informed about their nomination. The final decision was made by an anonymous best paper committee consisting of three members who took into account both the paper as well as the presentation to make their final decision.
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Keynote
Keynote: Writer Identification on Historical Manuscripts

Robert Sablatnig, TU Wien, AT

Abstract

In recent years, Automatic Writer Identification (AWI) has received a lot of attention in the document analysis community. However, most research has been conducted on contemporary benchmark sets. These datasets typically do not contain any noise or artefacts caused by the conversion methodology. This article analyses how current state-of-the-art methods in writer identification perform on historical documents. In contrast to contemporary documents, historical data often contain artefacts such as holes, rips, or water stains which make reliable identification error-prone.

Biographie

Robert Sablatnig was born in Klagenfurt, Carinthia, Austria, in 1965. From 1992 to 2003 he was an assistant professor (Univ.Ass.), and from 2003 to 2010 an associate professor (ao Univ.Prof.) of computer vision at the Pattern Recognition and Image Processing Group. From 2005 to 2017 he was the head of the Institute of Computer Aided Automation. Since 2010 he is heading the Computer Vision Lab, which is part of the newly founded Institute of Visual Computing & Human-Centered Technology (TU Wien), engaged in research, project leading, and teaching. His research interests are 3D Computer Vision including Range Finder, Stereovision, Shape from X, Registration, Calibration, Robot Vision; Automatic Visual Inspection, Hierarchical Pattern Recognition, Video data analysis (Motion and Tracking), Automated Document Analysis, Multispectral Imaging, Virtual- and Augmented Reality, and Applications in Industry and Cultural Heritage Preservation.
Session 1: Audio
Exploration of Auditory Augmentation in an Interdisciplinary Prototyping Workshop

Katharina Groß-Voigt, Marian Weger, Robert Höldrich
Institute for Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM)
University of Music and Performing Arts
Graz, Austria
Email: vogt@iem.at, weger@iem.at, hoeldrich@iem.at

Abstract—Auditory augmentation has been proposed as a specific, ambient sonification method. This paper describes an interdisciplinary workshop exploring this method by designing prototypes. Three of the prototypes are presented and discussed. Concluding on the workshop's results, the authors suggest a broader definition and deduct limitations of auditory augmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sonification, in the authors' definition, is the translation of information for auditory perception, the acoustic equivalent to data visualization [1]. Our institute pursues the Science by Ear (SBE) workshop series on sonification. Since 2005, four of these workshops took place. They explored sonification in an interdisciplinary, small group of attendees, and each had a different focus: The first workshop (SBE1) explored data sets in a variety of disciplines (from sociology to physics). The workshop set-up has proven convincing, even if the large variety of disciplines and the scientific dialects of their communities were demanding for the attendees. SBE2 focused on physics’ data² and SBE3 on climate data³.

One of the lessons learned from hosting this series is to carefully balance the interdisciplinary, creative setting with well-prepared tasks. If this is achieved, the setting provides a fruitful development of prototypes, as shown in this paper. The layout of the workshop is discussed in Sec. II. In the fourth edition (SBE4), the focus was less on a specific data domain but instead on exploration of a specific sonification method: Auditory augmentation has been proposed by Bovermann et al. [2] as altering the characteristics of structure-borne sounds for the purpose of supporting tools for data representation. Besides this term, many notions and systems following a similar idea have been published, as discussed in Sec. III. As exemplary data set used in this exploration, we chose data of in-home electric power consumption. Section IV introduces our working definition of auditory augmentation and three of the prototypes developed on three hardware platforms. Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss some answers to our research questions, and conclude in Sec. VI.

II. WORKSHOP LAYOUT

The workshops of the Science by Ear series are structured as follows. About 20 people with different backgrounds are invited to participate: sound and sonification experts, researchers of a certain domain science, and composers or sound artists. During the workshop, they take the roles of programmers, sound experts, data experts, and others (e.g., moderators of the teams). One workshop takes place on three or four days. After some introduction, participants are split into three to four teams of about five people. Each team is working on one sonification task with a given data set for three hours. Team members always include a moderator who also takes notes, and one or two dedicated programmers who implement the ideas of the team. The prototyping sessions combine brainstorming, data listening, verbal sketching, concept development, and programming. After each session, the teams gather in plenum to show and discuss their prototypic sonifications. Besides the hands-on character of the workshops, there is a certain challenge between teams to produce interesting results within three hours. Data sets, tasks, and software are prepared by the organizers in order to ensure that technical obstacles can be overcome within the limited time.

Within SBE4, the fourth edition of the workshop series, the method of auditory augmentation has been explored. This implied another level of complexity, as not only the data and the software needed to be prepared by the organizers and understood by the participants, but also possibilities and restrictions of the provided hardware systems had to be communicated.

Including the authors, 19 participants took part. Eleven of these can be counted to the sonification community (but with varying backgrounds in sciences, arts, and humanities), while the rest included two media and interaction experts, two composers, two sound engineers, one musicologist, and one sociologist. Participants divided in seven at pre-doc and twelve at post-doc level or above; in three female and 16 male participants. Not all of them took part throughout the whole workshop, leading to varying group sizes of three to six for the prototyping sessions.

III. RELATED WORK ON AUDITORY AUGMENTATION

The concept of auditory augmentation has been proposed by Bovermann et al. [2] as "building blocks supporting the design
of data representation tools, which unobtrusively alter the auditory characteristics of structure-borne sounds.” One of these authors’ examples eliciting the concept is ‘WetterReim’ [3]. An ordinary laptop keyboard is equipped with a contact microphone, recording the typing sounds. The microphone signal is filtered with varying parameters that depend on the weather condition. The output is played back in real time and fuses with the original sound to a new auditory gestalt. In short: depending on the weather outside, typing on the keyboard sounds different.

The concept of auditory augmentation has been discussed to be extended to the more general blended sonification [4] which “describes the process of manipulating physical interaction sounds or environmental sounds in such a way that the resulting sound carries additional information of interest while the formed auditory gestalt is still perceived as coherent auditory event.” Blended sonifications “blend into the user’s environment without confronting users with any explicitly perceived technology”. In consequence, they provide an ambient sonification channel. Blended sonification is similar to or even encompassing auditory augmentation but takes into account environmental sounds, in addition to structure-borne sounds. A different generalization of auditory augmentation is given by Weger et al. [5] who “define augmented auditory feedback as the artificially modified sonic reaction to physical interaction”. Augmented auditory feedback can become an auditory augmentation if it conveys additional information. For the context of SBE4 we decided to stick to the original term auditory augmentation with a new working definition that incorporates the prepared platforms and tasks (see Sec. IV-A).

Looking at a broader context, auditory augmentation is part of Sonic Interaction Design (SID) which has been defined by various authors with different focuses: Rocchesso et al. [6] defined that it “explores ways in which sound can be used to convey information, meaning, aesthetic and emotional qualities in interactive contexts.” Frainović and Serafin [7] set the focus more on phenomenology and perception: “Sonic interaction design [...] considers sound as an active medium that can enable novel phenomenological and social experiences with and through interactive technology.” Auditory augmentation is certainly part of sonic interaction design, and it is within the scope of this paper to elicit the specificities about it.

We found a few more SID systems in the literature that are closely related to auditory augmentation, especially regarding its focus being an ambient display. For instance, Ferguson [8] developed a series of prototypes which are similar to the ones that emerged from our workshop. One example is a wardrobe door that plays back a sonification of the daily weather forecast when opened; Ferguson uses the term ambient sonification systems.

Kilander and Lönnqvist developed Weakly Intrusive Ambient Soundscapes for Intuitive State Perception (WISP) [9] in order to “convey an intuitive sense of any graspable process” rather than a direct information display. In a ubiquitous service environment, individual notifications are presented with a sound associated to the user. Playback volume and reverb are used to convey three levels of intensity of the notification. High intensity is mapped to a dry, loud sound, while low intensity is saturated by reverb, giving the impression of a far sound. Finally, a similar project has been realized by Brazil and Fernström [10] who explored a basic system for an ambient auditory display of a work group. The presence of colleagues is sonified as a soundscape of individual sounds, each time a person enters or leaves the workplace. The proposed system utilizes auditory icons [11, p.325-338] for creating a soundscape and is not based on auditory feedback as was the case in WISP.

IV. SCIENCE BY EAR 4

A. Working definition of auditory augmentation

SBE4 provided a set-up for exploring auditory augmentation and defined that

Auditory augmentation is the augmentation of a physical object and/or its sound by sound which conveys additional information.

As sketched in Fig. 1, three elements are needed for auditory augmentation:

1) Physical objects in a physical environment. In our workshop setting, these were a table, a room, or any sensor-equipped physical object. These objects may produce a sound, or not; users might interact physically with them, or not. In some cases, the sound is a result of the interaction, but does not have to be. Either of these
inputs has to be there: real-time sound input or real-time data input from the interaction.

2) Data that are sonified. These can be real-time data or recorded data; in the setting of the workshop, we chose data sets of electric power consumption. The sonification may use ‘natural’ sound input (real-time sound or field recordings), or may be based on sound synthesis. Further input for parametrizing the sonification can stem from interaction data.

3) The sonification is played back in the physical environment, auditorily augmenting the physical object we started from.

In short, for auditory augmentation we need an object which produces sound or is being interacted with, data, and their sonification.

B. Interaction platforms

The various possibilities of auditory augmentation have been explored on three different platforms during the workshop.

1) ROOM: The ROOM is situated in the institute’s main performance and lecture hall, equipped with a 24-channel loudspeaker array on a half-sphere for ambisonic sound spatialization [12]. Furthermore, there are five microphones mounted permanently to allow for a virtual room acoustics. For SBE4 we prepared to work with both live sound input from the microphones of the virtual acoustics system and additionally added ambient sounds.

2) TABLE: The TABLE is an experimentation platform developed within an ongoing PhD project (see [5]). Technically, it incorporates a wooden board or table (depending on its orientation in space) equipped with hidden contact microphones and exciters or additional loudspeakers; a marker-based optical tracking system locates the position of any object or hand interacting with the surface. Any sound produced on the TABLE is recorded and can be augmented in real time through a filter-based modal synthesis approach. The prepared setting for the workshop allows to change the perceived materiality in a plausible way while, e.g., knocking or writing on it.

3) BRIX: Our co-organizers (see Acknowledgment) provided their BRIX system [13], [14]. This system has been developed to allow for simple prototyping of interactive objects. In the prototyping sessions with the BRIX, the team could choose an interaction scenario with any object, equipping it with BRIX sensors and/or with microphones. Sensors that have been prepared for the workshop include accelerometer and gyroscope, as well as light, proximity, humidity, and temperature sensors.

C. Data sets

Next to the three hardware platforms described above, we prepared three data sets of electric power consumption. The data sets are of different nature (real-time vs. recorded data) and therefore propose different tasks, i.e., real-time monitoring as opposed to data exploration. The teams had to develop scenarios that support the saving of electric energy consumption.

1) REAL-TIME: The REAL-TIME data set was provided as a real-time power measurement of five appliances at our institute’s kitchen (see [15] for how this system has been used before). Alternatively, the teams could attach the measurement plugs to any other appliances during the workshop. The sampling interval was about one second; data was sent over OSC, with a measurement range between zero and 3 000 Watt. Measured kitchen appliances were dish washer, coffee machine, water kettle, microwave, and fridge.

2) PLUGWISE: The PLUGWISE data set stems from a private household where nine appliances’ loads have been measured for one year with a sampling interval of 10 minutes. Measured appliances comprise: kitchen water kettle, ceiling light and media station in the living room, fridge, toaster, dehumidifier, dishwasher, washing machine, and TV.

3) IRISH: The IRISH data set stems from a large survey of smart meter data in Ireland, collecting data of 12 000 Irish households over 1.5 years with a sampling interval of 30 minutes [16]. We extracted 54 households for each combination of three family structures (single, couple, family), two education levels, and two housing types (apartment vs. detached house).

D. Resulting prototypes

During the three days of the workshop, four parallel prototyping sessions took place; one for each of the three data sets and an open session on the last day where chosen prototypes were refined. An overview of all the resulting prototypes is shown on the SBE4 website4. In this paper, we only focus on three exemplary cases: sonic floor plan, writing resonances, and standby door, realized with the three different platforms respectively (see Fig. 2).

1) Sonic floor plan (ROOM): The real-time data set used in this scenario provided data of electric power consumption of different devices in one specific household. The team developed a scenario with an assumed floor plan of the household (see Fig. 2a). Feedback on energy consumption is played back in one room (e.g., a media room) on a surround sound system. A sound occurs periodically after a specified time, as well as when a person enters the room. The appliance that currently consumes the most energy defines the direction for sound spatialization. Environmental sounds from outside the building are captured by a microphone. These are played back in the room with loudness and position depending on the level of energy consumption. As only the power consumption of the appliance with the highest load is sonified, even small standby consumption may attract attention, e.g., when no major energy consumer is active.

2) Writing resonances (TABLE): Writing resonances is the most ‘classical’ example of auditory augmentation during the workshop, because it is based on structure-borne sounds and therefore clearly fulfills the initial definition of Boermann et al. The scenario is to provide feedback of in-home power consumption through an auditorily augmented writing desk (see Fig. 2b), based on the system presented in [5]. The

4SBE4: https://iem.at/sbe4
table is augmented through additional resonances, based on a physical model. The size of the modeled plate is controlled in real time by the total amount of electric power consumption, employing the metaphor of a larger table (i.e., deeper sound) when more power is consumed. With the augmentation being only a modulation of the existing interaction sounds, the sonification only gets audible through interaction with the table; the feedback is therefore calm and unobtrusive. The primary task is writing, but also an active request of information by knocking is possible. This prototype has been extended in the fourth, open session, allowing for a modulation of individual partials in order to additionally convey information concerning the different appliances’ individual power consumption.

3) Standby door (BRIX): This scenario augmented our institute’s inside entry door (see Fig. 2c for the prototypic mockup). Most potential for saving energy lies in the reduction of standby consumption. Therefore, when the door is opened, e.g., in the morning, the standby consumption over the recent past is communicated through a simple parameter mapping sonification. The playback speed depends on the assumed stress level of the user, derived from the opening speed of the door. In the open prototyping session, this approach has been extended to be able to sonify individual appliances. For intuitive discrimination between them, the sonification is based on synthesized speech. When opening the door, an emotionless computer-voice says ‘coffee machine’, ‘microwave’, and the like, with timbre, loudness, or other parameters controlled by how much electricity this specific appliance has used over night.

V. FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS

We explored four main research questions by applying various analysis methods on the results of the workshop. Plenary sessions with discussions of the presented prototypes have been recorded and partially excerpted. Additional inputs are written notes, code, and demo videos resulting from the prototyping sessions. All these inputs led to fundamental considerations on auditory augmentation and how it can be used, but also to general feedback concerning sonification, workshop setting, or design issues.

A. Peculiarity of sound in augmented reality

Augmented reality usually refers to a mainly visual system. But if this concept is transferred to audio, why then is listening to the radio not ‘auditorily augmented reality’? Or is it? The underlying question is: what are the peculiarities of sound in the context of augmented reality?

Concerning the radio, the answer is relatively clear. In the visual domain, augmented reality usually does not include an overlay of a video on top of the visually perceived scene if there is no direct connection between them [17]. Applying this argumentation to the auditory domain, the radio (being an overlay to the acoustic environment) does not directly interact with the physical environment of the user and therefore can not be regarded as augmented reality.

A more profound analysis of this question is without the scope of this paper. Still, a few things came up during the discussions in the workshop. On the one hand, sonification is challenging because visual and auditory memory work differently, and therefore two sonifications are more difficult to compare than two static visualizations. These and other
challenges are well known, see for instance [18]. On the other hand, designing for sound creates new perspectives, e.g., on the quality of an interaction. One participant reported, his group had discussed the nature of an interaction in their scenario (in the standby door prototype, the quickness of opening the door is related to the user’s mood). Even if sound is not involved directly, thinking about the design is different with sound “deep in our minds” (participant P10).

To conclude, ‘auditorily augmented reality’ clearly behaves different from its visual counterpart, and this fact deserves more systematic research.

### B. Definition and limitations of auditory augmentation

One purpose of the workshop was to develop and test our working definition which is deliberately wide to incorporate different platforms. The question is, if this definition is more useful.

Our working definition of auditory augmentation has not been questioned within the workshop; therefore, we would like to propose it for future applications. Still, one aspect deserves more attention than has been discussed above, as came up during the final discussion round. The definition starts from an object that is being interacted with, i.e., a primary task of the user with the object is pre-assumed. “Having a concrete task helps to design” (P1), and helped the teams to elaborate their scenarios during the sessions. During the final feedback round, however, it has turned out that the task is an ill-defined entity. Does it relate only to the interaction between user and object? And if the object is augmented, and its sound conveys additional information, is there such a thing as a monitoring task? Does only a goal-oriented activity comprise a task or can it be a by-product of daily “state of being” (P7)?

We conclude that auditory augmentation always involves a primary task, may it be goal-oriented or not (e.g., writing on a desk in the writing resonances prototype or just being in the media room of the sonic floor plan). This task should not be disturbed by the augmentation, but rather the augmentation adds a secondary task of monitoring.

### C. Relationship between sound, data, and augmented object

In addition, we aimed at exploring the qualitative factors between object and sound in the context of auditory augmentation. Which qualities are needed to (fully) describe their relationship? For example:

- Is the sound, in relation to the object, plausible? Is the mapping of data to sound intuitive/metaphoric?
- Is the augmented object more useful, or more fun than the original one? Does its affordance change and is the original interaction, i.e. the primary task of the user with the object, disturbed?

A central issue that has been raised throughout the workshop was in how far objects change in perception when they are auditorily augmented. This experience, “you can only get it if you interact yourself” (P1).

For comparison between the three exemplary prototypes (Sec. IV), we analyzed the qualitative behavior of input elements on auditory augmentation. Abstracting from Fig. 1, we identify four of these elements: user interaction, input sound, external data, and sound design. This more abstract concept of auditory augmentation is shown in Fig. 3. We assume that more coherent relations between user interaction, input sound, external data, and sound design lead to higher naturalness and intuitiveness of the auditory augmentation system. Multiple dependencies are possible, even though not all are needed for auditory augmentation:

- User interaction may influence external data, e.g., turning on the water kettle while its electric power consumption serves as data. The task of writing by hand, however, does not directly modulate in-home electric power consumption.
- Data may have a close link to sound design, utilizing either direct sonification (e.g., audification [11, p. 301-324]) or a fitting metaphor, e.g., a larger desk with lower pitch representing a larger energy consumption.
- User interaction may directly influence sound design, in all cases where sounds are augmented that have been produced by the interaction.
- Sound input may not be stemming from the interaction but from an external source; still it may influence sound design, e.g., when using environmental sounds from outside the windows as in the sonic floor plan prototype.

In conclusion, it seems that a more natural prototype of auditory augmentation has more coherent relationships between user interaction and/or sound input on the one hand, and external data and sound design on the other hand.

### D. Perceptual factors of data and sound

As a final research question, we aimed at sketching out perceptual factors of data and sound concerning auditory augmentation systems. What is the capacity of information that can be conveyed with auditory augmentation? Which data are suitable for it? Which factors play a role for blending the augmented object in the environment; is it unobtrusive but salient enough in order to be perceived? Of course, a full
analysis of perceptual factors can only be a result of evaluation that was not within the scope of the workshop. However, some ideas emerging from the final discussions may serve as a basis for future investigations.

As one participant articulated, auditory augmentation works best with low-dimensional data – “otherwise you are not augmenting the object but creating a nice sonification” (P7). The information capacity, i.e., the level of information that can be conveyed, is rather low for the examined platforms. Especially for ROOM and TABLE, only the reverberation of the room – respectively the resonances of the structure-borne sounds – can be changed, with only few levels that can be differentiated perceptually. The BRIX system is more flexible in design, therefore no general conclusion can be drawn. Sonifying is difficult under these conditions, because “it boils down to the question which dimensions you chose drawn. Sonifying is difficult under these conditions, because flexible in design, therefore no general conclusion can be differentiated perceptually. The BRIX system is more

Especially for ROOM and TABLE, only the reverberation of the room – respectively the resonances of the structure-borne sounds – can be changed, with only few levels that can be differentiated perceptually. The BRIX system is more flexible in design, therefore no general conclusion can be drawn. Sonifying is difficult under these conditions, because “it boils down to the question which dimensions you chose and which ones you leave out” (P11).

In the writing resonances prototype, the developing team found a borderline for perception. Depending on the quickness of parameter changes, sounds lost their gestalt identity with the interaction, i.e., sometimes the sounds were perceived as separate auditory events played from the loudspeakers – despite measured round-trip latency below 5 ms. This example shows that perception is very sensitive and systems need to be well evaluated.

E. General feedback

Next to finding some insights on the aforementioned research questions, the analysis of SBE4 provided some feedback on the workshop setting itself, as well as on general design issues.

A general issue of sonification is its right to exist – referring to Supper’s thesis “about community’s struggles to have listening to scientific data accepted as a scientific approach” [19]. Useful and meaningful sonifications are difficult to come up with, which raised the question, “why sonify at all”? It was part of the workshop design to develop useful scenarios for the pre-defined platforms. This worked well for the prototypes presented in this paper, but not for all.

Generally, feedback on the workshop design was positive. The interdisciplinary, hands-on sessions were “so enriching” (P1). Participants further reported that they had “really time to try out something” (P2) – even if a certain approach did not work out in the end, there was learning even by dead ends. However, it was remarked that the prepared platforms had “narrowed down” (P3) possible paths of design. Some participants articulated the wish to be more free in designing interaction scenarios independently from a platform (P3, P5), but the prepared setting was very time-efficient. Most prototypes have reached a promising state after the three hours’ sessions: “there are nine prototypes that are really worthwhile considering and working on in the future” (P4).

One participant (P1) raised the issue that designing ambient displays means designing for the background, while in the designer’s mind the sound is in the foreground: “we have an excitement for sound and sonic display”. Therefore, it would be important to cultivate a beginner’s mind – something, he stated, that has been well achieved with the interdisciplinary workshop setting for most of the participants. Another general design-issue concerns the difference between prototypes and final products. The realized prototypes are meant to be listened to for a longer period of time, but designers only hear them for a short period of time (P8). Furthermore, for the purpose of demonstration and presentation, prototypes need to exaggerate, while in final products the appropriate settings are usually less salient. Participants who worked with iconic sounds of audio recordings stated that some cartoonification is needed (e.g., through post-processing or re-synthesis of the sounds), because “for ordinary people they all sound the same” (P9).

VI. Conclusion

Within this paper, we conclude on results from an interdisciplinary workshop exploring the concept of auditory augmentation. The workshop resulted in nine prototypes and, among others, recorded discussions that have been analyzed. Concluding on this material, we propose to use the term auditory augmentation with a new, broader definition: auditory augmentation is the augmentation of a physical object and/or its sound by sound which conveys additional information.

General considerations for auditory augmentation are summarized as follows.

Auditory augmentation requires a primary task of a user with an object; this task is not explorative data analysis. One reason is that data for auditory augmentation needs to be low-dimensional. Another reason is the differentiation between auditory augmentation and sonification. By augmenting an object auditorily, a secondary task of monitoring in the background turns up. This task must not interfere with the primary task.

There seems to be a quality of ‘naturalness’ (affecting also the ‘intuitivity’) of systems of auditory augmentation. The most natural systems have several coherent relationships between the four possible input factors, user interaction and/or sound input, with external data and sound design. We envisage exploring this hypothesis further.

There are borderline cases of perception, where the fusion of auditory gestalts between the original sound and the augmented one does not work anymore. The influencing factors need to be explored systematically.

Finally, the analysis of the final discussions during the workshop proved that the developed workshop setting is convincing. It establishes an interdisciplinary, playful atmosphere of research by design. The balance of possible ingenuity and well-prepared tasks, platforms, and data sets are crucial for a successful event.
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Abstract—This paper describes the design, implementation and evaluation of the mobile application cosy:sonics to explore technology reflection. To this end, three different approaches have been combined: (1) a cryptocurrency parody called EatCoin aiming at a direct experience of the useless resource consumption caused by Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work concept, (2) an ultrasonic communication channel circumventing the protection barriers normally provided by a smartphone’s flight mode, and (3) a Turing test variant demonstrating the current state of AI-based music composition. The resulting prototype has been tested during a live demo in a scenario triggering intuitive user interest in using the app and has additionally been reviewed by a group of experts from different domains. While it turns out that the application successfully prompted discussion and reflection among the participants, also some weaknesses could be identified during the trials that are considered in future work.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the so-called “Digital Revolution” is rapidly progressing, critical reflection of the related upcoming technologies is becoming more and more important. Consider, for instance, the Cambridge Analytica scandal which has led to personal data of millions of Facebook users being harvested to analyse political views and use this intelligence for political elections and votes [1]. Contrary to all expectations, people nevertheless still “appear to relate well to Facebook both as a technology (in terms of functionality, reliability, and helpfulness beliefs) and as a ‘person’ (in terms of competence, integrity, and benevolence beliefs)”[2], despite of the fact that experts recommend to simply delete all social media accounts right away [3].

To explore ways for further triggering technology reflection, we focus on two principles: Firstly, we believe that, for the purpose of such discussions, potential dangers and consequences, which are inherent to future technology, need to be made as tangible as possible and strictly driven by direct user experience. Secondly, we believe that emphasis needs to be made to trained experts, i.e. mainly computer scientists themselves, as those are the people which eventually are in a position to change technology in a way that is more compatible with a human-centric perspective on the world of tomorrow.

Thus, we study the phenomenon of critical technology awareness among students using a mobile app that combines three recent technologies in a carefully crafted joint way. We address the application level, the content level and the level of underlying communication technology at the same time: First of all, our app named cosy:sonics closely resembles a cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, and targets especially its Proof-of-Work concept. However, instead of consuming enormous amounts of electrical energy for basically no purpose like Bitcoin does [4], our app consumes time, more specifically, the precious time of people attending a social get together event. To do so, we have implemented a puzzle which forces users to compare different pieces of classical music and decide whether each of these pieces has been created by a human composer or by an AI-based algorithm. Finally, we use the concept of ultrasonic communication, which is some sort of near field communication, that uses inaudible sound to transfer data. In contrast to Bitcoin, we anticipate that many people have not heard about this technology and are not aware of the privacy issues they are confronted with when using smartphones, for instance [5]. We chose the concept of Bitcoin mining and ultrasound communication deliberately to explore two different examples and different views on a critical reflection of technology.

To stimulate an intuitive incentive for using the app, we have chosen a get together event as basic scenario where participants are required to solve the mentioned AI puzzles to get some food. While in the original scenario, using the app and successfully solving the puzzle has been a requirement to attend the event at all, in our trial successful users have been awarded a so-called EatCoin, i.e. some piece of chocolate. The target group to study critical technology awareness are mainly computer science students. We expect them to have an above-average interest and knowledge concerning new technologies. Furthermore, we consider them the future experts within the domain. The study itself was embedded at a faculty event where students could participate voluntarily by using an app. Additionally, the app prototype was presented and discussed in a focus group with experts from the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Technology and Innovation, considered as the actual experts who advise the government and work for political decision makers in relation to new technologies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: After summarising the State of the Art in Section II, we describe our design and development methodology in Section III. Section IV presents the final prototype, while Section V is devoted to the user trials. We discuss results in Section VI, and finally Section VII provides our conclusions and possible further work.
II. STATE OF THE ART

Our work encompasses issues from various different fields. We start to examine studies in the field of technology awareness and critical reflection. Then we review related work in the area of ultrasonic communication and Bitcoin. Both fields have potential issues that concern the awareness and critical reflection of these technologies.

A. Technology Awareness and Critical Reflection

Reflection is a process of learning, that ideally leads to a deeper understanding of an issue and more complex knowledge about it. Kori et al. [6] argue that technology can be used to enhance the effectiveness of reflection processes while Slovak et al. [7] underline the importance of design for the process of reflection.

Lin et al. [8] identified four characteristics of design features in technology that can help supporting student reflection: (1) process displays which explicitly show and explain issues and procedures to learners. (2) process prompts which prompt students to develop, explain and evaluate their own solutions. This could be achieved by posing the right questions and leading the learners towards answers. (3) process models which provide support to the learner in establishing own knowledge by providing model processes of how an expert would approach solving a similar problem. (4) forum for reflective social discourse which incentivises reflection as a social activity among students. The main goal is to trigger meaningful discussions that lead to new insights among the participants.

How people can be mislead or how long they are not aware of a certain dangerous technology, has been demonstrated with the Cambridge Analytica scandal [1]. During Facebook’s early days of growth and gaining popularity in 2008, most people trusted the platform blindly [9]. Ten years later, in 2018, the Cambridge Analytica scandal initiated an exodus of users deleting their Facebook accounts but the majority of the users still remain on the platform [10].

B. Ultrasonic Communication

An example of a powerful new technology many people have not even heard about, is ultrasonic communication. Deshotels [11] analysed the general suitability of inaudible sound as communication channel to transmit data. Humans with ideal hearing can hear frequencies approximately ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The range reduces noticeably with the age of the person. Smartphones can produce and detect a significant amount of (for humans) inaudible sounds that can potentially be used for the transmission of information. However, a precise range of by smartphones detectable sounds cannot be determined due to the lack of standards among manufacturers [12].

Due to the unorthodox nature of transmitting data acoustically, safety precautions implemented in most operating systems do not target inaudible communication. Deshotels [11] experimented in his study with methods to bypass security mechanisms on an Android smartphone. In his scenario he wanted to send sensitive data from a software-protected phone to a receiver. He secured the phone with standard Android measures and various versions of third-party software. However, he found out that most tools do not prevent sensitive data being exfiltrated acoustically, i.e. via inaudible sound, because access to the phone’s speaker is usually not considered dangerous or privacy sensitive. There is no way to regulate permissions on which applications are allowed or prohibited of using the phone’s speakers.

In a study published in 2017, the authors revealed that a small number of retail stores in two European cities already use ultrasonic beacons, as they call it, for location tracking [13]. Mavroudis et al. [14] studied the privacy and security of such ultrasound ecosystems. They critique the lack of security and privacy measures in mobile operating systems which allow severe “proximity marketing and advanced cross-device tracking techniques” mostly unknown and not recognisable by users.

Among the early approaches to counter these privacy and security issues with inaudible sound communication are Zeppelezauer et al. [5]. They implemented and presented, SoniControl, the first ultrasonic firewall app to detect different kinds of ultrasonic signals in real-time. Two interactive music performances, Sense of Space [15] and Poème Numérique [16], use ultrasound communication to realise audience participation with smartphones. Both studies, however, focus on audience participation itself, the audience’s experience and technological issues with ultrasound. They do not study or discuss privacy and security issues. Poème Numérique uses an open source app developed by Bartmann [17]. His work and the app itself provide detailed information and insight which is publicly available on how inaudible communication technology is realised.

Apart from security and privacy issues, it is not entirely clear how inaudible sound affects the human body. However, it is reported that, especially the lower spectrum of high frequency sound (that can, at least partially, be heard by humans) causes symptoms like annoyance, headache, tinnitus, fatigue and nausea. Moreover, ultrasonic signals with high sound pressure may cause hearing damage [18]. These adverse effects were observed only when people were exposed to high frequency noise at the workplace continuously, over a longer period of time. Exposing subjects to low pressure sound only for a short period of time should therefore be harmless.

C. Cryptocurrencies

In contrast to ultrasonic communication, cryptocurrencies are publicly well-known. Their gaining popularity, and in particular those of Bitcoin, and their developments according to market prices initiated a broad media coverage recently.

Our focus is not Bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency itself, but the fact, that Bitcoin mining causes an increasing energy consumption. The energy needed worldwide for the underlying Proof-of-Work concept is nearly as high as the power needed of the country of Denmark [19]. This seems to be problematic in two ways. First, the Bitcoin mining
process, which uses blockchain technology to solve complex mathmatic equations, is more or less useless for anything else than the Proof-of-Work awarded with Bitcoins [20]. Second comes the problem with the increasing energy consumption which is aggravated by the fact that primarily carbon is used to power Bitcoin mining. This is a contradiction to the global commitment to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions [21].

III. DESIGN ASPECTS AND DEVELOPMENT

We used the open source app Poème Numérique as basis for our prototype app [17]. As the original app realised an avant-garde music performance with audience participation [16], we only use the basic app structure and the implementation of the ultrasonic communication technology, but completely re-designed the interaction design and the user interface for our study purposes. Contentwise we adapted the audience participation concept as well, but not for a music performance and with a complete different content.

The focus of our prototype was to develop an aesthetically pleasing user interface that is intuitively to use and provides enough information to explain the underlying ultrasonic communication technology. However, at the same time we try to keep it as simple and plain as possible to avoid any unnecessary content.

A. USER INTERFACE DESIGN

For the design of the prototype, we followed the fundamental design principles of Norman [22]. In the following, we describe how our app design incorporates these guidelines. In general, every view of the interface has very limited options for the user to interact. That way, it is unlikely for the user to get confused. This approach complies with the design principle of constraints.

Due to the unorthodox ultrasound communication technology, we implemented an introduction. These introductory pages appear when the user starts the application. The top screenshots in Figure 1 show two views of this introduction. These pages, designed as a carousel, give a brief overview of the ultrasound communication technology. For usability reasons, we added appropriate signifiers as dots beneath the tab indicating the active page.

To ensure discoverability, all possible functionalities must be visible to the user and the current status of the application apparent. All points of interactions were realised with native Android controls (i.e. buttons) to quickly access them. Furthermore, the status of the application is indicated by a monkey icon prominently placed in the center of the main screen as illustrated in the two bottom screenshots in Figure 1. This monkey icon shows to the user clearly if the app is listening for ultrasound triggers and is ready to execute actions or not.

It is important, that the user has constant knowledge about the state of the application. Aside of that, the underlying ultrasonic communication technology should be transparent. Thus, the app provides clear feedback and shows a conclusive message whenever it detects an ultrasound trigger (see Figure 1, bottom right). This helps shaping a conceptual model of how a user thinks the application works which is critical to initiate technology reflection.

The EatCoin mining views have more content and therefore a higher density of objects. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the views of the EatCoin mining module. The controls in these views are grouped in blocks to resemble their affiliation and relationships (see Figure 2). The first view is the introduction to this module where the user can start the mining process (see Figure 4, bottom left). The upper half of the second screen enables interaction with the media player (see Figure 4, bottom center). The user may start, pause or rewind the track as necessary. The bottom set of controls provides options to answer the puzzle. Upon finishing the puzzle, a voucher of the mined EatCoin with a hash- and QR-code of the user’s performance will appear (see Figure 4, bottom right). The user may save or dismiss this voucher. Saved EatCoins will be visible on the main screen and can be fetched at any time.
The major part we re-used from the open source app Poème Numérique [17] concerns the development platform itself and the ultrasound communication technology. As development platform we also used Xamarin Forms [23] which provides a framework to develop cross-platform applications for the major mobile operating systems.

Concerning the ultrasound technology we adapted, the available implementation offers 17 distinguishable sound IDs to trigger certain events on nearby smartphones. One ID consists of two simultaneously played high frequency sounds in the range between 18 kHz and 20.7 kHz. Thus, a separate computer with a stereo sound system is required to transmit ultrasound triggers targeting nearby smartphones. If a mono system with one speaker is used, the two high frequency sine waves can interfere on a single speaker membrane resulting in different, not detectable sound IDs.

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic overview of the communication setup. Furthermore, the original implementation uses a synchronization ID to reduce false positives. A detailed documentation of this ultrasound technology is available in the work of Bartmann [17].

Figure 2. Controls are grouped in blocks.

B. Implementation

The major part we re-used from the open source app Poème Numérique [17] concerns the development platform itself and the ultrasound communication technology. As development platform we also used Xamarin Forms [23] which provides a framework to develop cross-platform applications for the major mobile operating systems.

Concerning the ultrasound technology we adapted, the available implementation offers 17 distinguishable sound IDs to trigger certain events on nearby smartphones. One ID consists of two simultaneously played high frequency sounds in the range between 18 kHz and 20.7 kHz. Thus, a separate computer with a stereo sound system is required to transmit ultrasound triggers targeting nearby smartphones. If a mono system with one speaker is used, the two high frequency sine waves can interfere on a single speaker membrane resulting in different, not detectable sound IDs.

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic overview of the communication setup. Furthermore, the original implementation uses a synchronization ID to reduce false positives. A detailed documentation of this ultrasound technology is available in the work of Bartmann [17].

IV. THE FINAL PROTOTYPE

The final app is a fully functional prototype to be used in a demo show case in various ways. The main objective is to highlight the rather unorthodox technology of communicating via high frequency sound and the vast amount of energy consumption used for Bitcoin mining. We distributed the cosy:sonics\footnote{Note that the name of the application is a fusion between COSY indicating the responsible research group “Cooperative Systems” at the University of Vienna, and sonics to highlight the ultrasonic communication approach.} prototype in the Google Play Store [24] to ensure that participants at the test events are able to quickly download and easily install the application. We did not publish an iOS app for the evaluation within this study. It would have been possible due to the cross-platform development of Xamarin, but we could not test the iOS version thoroughly for these public trials.

A. Startup Screens

At startup, the cosy:sonics app provides a short overview of how the app works, information about the event it is used in, and a recommendation to switch the smartphone to flight mode for the best experience (see Figure 4, upper section ‘startup and introduction’). The latter hint with the flight mode intends to make users aware of the fact that their phones are disconnected from all networks but still ‘reachable’ through ultrasound.

B. The Main Screen and Triggerable Events

The centerpiece of the main screen is the monkey icon that indicates the current status of the app (see Figure 4, middle section ‘main screen and triggerable events’). If the monkey covers his ears, cosy:sonics is not listening for sound triggers. However, if the app is actively recording and listening for sound triggers, the monkey smiles with his ears uncovered. A text label underneath the monkey provides additional information about the status. The user can control the status of the app by pressing the Start/Stop Listening button. On startup, this button is highlighted in orange to not overlook it.

The app incorporates nine events to be triggered by receiving the respective ultrasonic frequencies. Figure 4 illustrates these nine triggerable events in the middle section on the right. In particular, these are four different screens with combinations of blinking in different colors and vibrating: (1) plain blinking, (2) blinking in the colors of the rainbow, (3) plain vibrating or (4) vibrating in the rhythm of a heartbeat. Additionally, the app provides two information slides to be triggered and shown on the users smartphone. These slides aim to raise awareness for the substantial energy consumption of Bitcoin mining. Figure 4 shows such an information slide at the bottom on the left. Finally, the EatCoin module opens as described next, when the respective sound ID is received.

C. The EatCoin Module

In the process of Bitcoin mining, miners have to show a Proof-of-Work by using computational power to solve specific tasks that can only be solved in a brute-force manner. This process uses substantial amounts of energy and its reasonability is controversial. As an analogy to that, we introduce EatCoin mining, that consumes various amounts of the user’s time instead of computational power. Three ultrasound IDs can trigger this module to start a different puzzle. Any puzzle includes a different amount of questions and therefore take varying amounts of time to solve.

For the puzzle the user listens to a number of samples of classical music pieces and has to decide, whether the piece was composed by a human composer or by artificial intelligence. The music examples are based on Kulitta, a framework for automated music composition [25]. At the end of the puzzle, the user receives an EatCoin as reward, regardless of the
Fig. 4. cosy:sonics prototype overview
performance at the puzzle. Crucial to the process of mining EatCoins is to consume the users time and not whether answers are correct or incorrect.

After completing the quiz, the user will see a voucher for one EatCoin with a summary of his performance and a QR-Code for verification. If the user chooses to save the EatCoin, this voucher is saved persistently within the app. Saved EatCoins will appear on the main screen. The voucher can be reopened by clicking on the button.

V. Evaluation

For evaluation, we conducted functional tests, an in-situ evaluation, and a focus group with experts. Right after the app development, we tested the prototype's functionality on different smartphone devices. For an in-situ evaluation, we demonstrated and used cosy:sonics during a get together event for students and faculty members at the University of Vienna. Finally, we discussed the prototype with an expert group of the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Technology and Innovation.

A. Functional Tests

The functional tests included installing and testing the prototype on four different smartphones. Acoustic triggering was executed with off-the-shelf speakers (Logitech Z323) in a quiet, 20 square meter sized room. The smartphones were positioned approximately 2 meters away from the speakers. Varying acoustical features of other rooms were not considered in this test. For the actual test, all implemented sound IDs were triggered consecutively. All devices successfully detected the correct ultrasound IDs. We tested cosy:sonics on four different Android-based smartphones as listed in Table I. The app worked without any noticeable problems on all test devices.

B. In-situ Evaluation

We conducted an in-situ evaluation to explore the potential of the cosy:sonics app prototype and to collect basic data from users. The evaluation took place during the annual Wiener Usability Research Symposium in Telecommunications (WURSTel) at the computer science faculty of the University of Vienna on 29th June 2018. We did the live demo after the official lectures and presentations in a casual lobby environment. Interested students were invited to join in an adjacent but separate room and were asked to install the prototype. Figure 5 shows the setting and students using the app.

We demonstrated all available functionalities by triggering all nine ultrasonic sound IDs. For each triggered ID, we gave users enough time to understand the content and explore the functionality. By doing so, we wanted to ensure that all participants had enough time to fully experience the functionalities and understand the content of cosy:sonics. The information slide components within the app were used to give information about the Proof-of-Work concept of Bitcoin and the vast energy consumption that comes with it. The EatCoin mining module was used as an analogy to that, using time of the user instead of energy for the mining process.

After the live demo, all participants were asked to fill out a short questionnaire. Table II lists the six questions and summarises the results of this survey. Finally, every user could trade the EatCoin mined with cosy:sonics for a piece of chocolate, i.e. a so-called Mozarttaler, a traditional Austrian tourist gift.

C. Expert Focus Group

In addition to the in-situ evaluation of cosy:sonics, we presented and discussed the prototype in an expert focus group consisting of officials from the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology as well as researchers from the University of Vienna. The presentation started with a brief theoretical introduction and a short talk about the context and idea behind cosy:sonics. The presentation concluded with a live demonstration where the participants could experience the app with their own smartphones.
In the aftermath, we openly and informally discussed the suitability of *cosy:sonics* to be used as social event access control mechanism at a big IT event to be held in Vienna later in 2018. Several members of the group were concerned about the fact that potential users have to download and install the app to participate in the experiment. They were sceptical, if enough visitors of the conference were willing to overcome that barrier. Another point of criticism was the fact that the app combined too many different topics concerning new technologies. The experts were afraid this could lead to confusion for the users and that it would likely be better to focus entirely on one issue.

### VI. Discussion

The subsequent discussion of the findings and how they relate to the literature referenced earlier is structured across the three main points of criticism that evolved.

#### A. Ultrasonic Communication

The communication technology did not work flawlessly for one third of the subject group. While it was not possible to perform a definitive analysis of the cause of the problems, it likely has to do with the participants’ positioning in the room. To detect an ultrasound trigger, two distinct ultrasounds played by two different speakers must be heard by the smartphone. Being out of the range of one of the speakers could lead to problems. According to our observations and user feedback, it helped them to receive ultrasound triggers when they moved closer to the speakers or positioned themselves more centrally in the room. Aside of that, local conditions may influence room acoustics and lead to further problems rendering the communication technology flaky. The authors of *Poéme Numérique* observed similar problems when using ultrasound communication [16], [17].

Another problem concerning the reliability is the lack of general standards for smartphone microphones. Different manufacturers use diverse hardware and software, making results of audio processing vary. Kardous et al. [12] conducted extensive experiments comparing the performance of several sound measurement applications on smartphones and found that results very much depend on the manufacturer of the phone as well as the used software.

Furthermore, it may be probable that smartphone manufacturers will limit the range of frequencies that can be detected by their phone’s microphones in future [11] or that users utilise software to prevent undetected communication [5]. This could interfere with ultrasound communication technology in general independent from the use case and even when people are fully aware of the fact that their smartphones are triggered remotely using ultrasound as in our demo scenario.

#### B. Native versus Web App

A conceptual point of criticism was that *cosy:sonics* is a native application. Experts from the ministry for transport, technology and innovation feared that download and installation of the app posed too big of an obstacle for many of the visitors of their conference. Indeed, today’s users tend to install fewer native apps and spend less time using them than a couple of years ago [26]. We could not ask all participants of our event. But given the fact that we just had 15 participants and there were over hundred at the event overall indicates, that the installation of the app could have been a barrier for many of them.

Another solution would have been using a web app. We could not realise *cosy:sonics* as a web-based application, however, due to the lack of access to native sensor APIs. Aside of that, we wanted to create an application that could be downloaded in advance and that works entirely without the need of internet access, even with the phone put to flight mode. While the possibilities of web-based apps have considerably improved over the last few years, apps that require direct access to certain sensor APIs still have to be implemented natively [27]. Thus, we implemented *cosy:sonics* as native app in the need to access the microphone API to detect ultrasonic sound triggers. With our insights, we contribute to an ongoing discussion within mobile development research to re-think the taxonomy of web, native and hybrid mobile development [28].

#### C. Critical Technology Reflection

With *cosy:sonics*, we aimed to study and raise critical technology reflection for two independent topics: (1) the possibilities of inaudible communication through ultrasound and (2) the vast energy consumption of Bitcoin mining. The experts reviewing the application noted, that this could lead to confusing or overwhelming the user. They recommended to define and focus on one key topic. However, the participants of the live demo at the in-situ study did not appear to be

---

**TABLE II**

**Questions and Summarised Results of the Survey.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>I am a computer science student.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I knew that high-frequency sound can be used as a medium of communication.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If so, which applications do you know?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excerpt of answers: advertising, tracking, bats, therapeutical applications, medical/national diagnostics, short range communication.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I was aware of the fact that bitcoin mining consumes a lot of energy.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cosy:sonics worked without problems on my device.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If it didn't, please provide a short description of the problem and the device you used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some phones had troubles detecting the sound triggers. Most participants were able to sort the problem out by getting closer to the speakers or position themselves more centrally in the room, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
overwhelmed by the mix of two different topics according to the results of the survey. It is rather striking to see the results of asking our participants about the technology awareness. One third of our study participants did not know about the possibility to use ultrasound as medium for communication. Even more, nearly half of them did not know about the vast energy consumption of Bitcoin mining. For evaluation, we tested the application in-situ at a live demo with students and discussed it with experts from the domain. The results show, that there are accumulated needs to foster critical reflection among students. A considerable amount of students did not know about the possibilities of ultrasound communication and the sideeffects of cryptocurrency mining. The experts were mainly concerned about overwhelming people when confronting them with more than one challenging topic and the problems with native mobile apps preventing people from using them.

Future work has to be done to improve the ultrasonic communication technology within the app itself. It needs improvement especially regarding its reliability. Aside of that, possibilities to create a web-based application should be analysed. For the technology reflection part, we could further measure if and how the `cosy:sonics` app concept prompts the users to reflect on technology. Finally, a study with a larger audience and a sample aside from students could bring valuable insights.

VII. CONCLUSION

We developed `cosy:sonics`, a mobile app to trigger technology reflection and raise awareness for both, inaudible ultrasound communication and the vast energy consumption of Bitcoin mining. For evaluation, we tested the application in-situ at a live demo with students and discussed it with experts from the domain. The results show, that there are accumulated needs to foster critical reflection among students.
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Abstract—Promenade proposes an interface for the semi-partial, interactive presentation of soundscapes that allows for the seamless integration of visual material. It combines the excitation of a flat surface using transducers with transaural cross-talk cancelled stereophonic projection. The unfolding of a wide spatial image within the sweet spot is contrasted by a collapsed, localised impression outside. This inherent interactive behaviour may be further extended by means of a distance sensor.

Promenade emerged from an experimental, arts-based research project. It therefore targets contexts that feature custom audio content rather than aiming at general-purpose applications requiring optimal acoustic properties.

I. INTRODUCTION
Exhibitions or other presentations of distinct objects often call for an unobtrusive sound projection means that affords the visitors an immersive, mostly individual listening experience. Achieving such an experience requires spatial capabilities of the chosen projection technique.

In many such cases, headphones are used. Spatially rich sound material may be projected in particular with binaural signals. A major side effect is the inherent reconfiguration of our multi-modal perception, as the surrounding auditory domain is largely replaced by the projected one. Additionally, headphones may be considered as cumbersome or unhygienic in public exhibitions. Multichannel loudspeaker setups, in contrast, do not require physical engagement with the projection medium. However, they do not facilitate individual listening situations and they have to be mounted in an often complex constellation around the target listening area.

Promenade is a minimal auditory display prototype that relates to such issues. It is important to notice that Promenade has not been developed to overcome the limitations of other projection means. Instead, it emerged from a series of experiments in an arts-based research context as part of a sound installation with a focus on aesthetic listening experience. Due to its simplicity, its purpose and the idiosyncratic technology it incorporates, Promenade is not a universal, general-purpose spatial sound projection system but it manifests certain limitations. However, it might provide an appropriate and elegant solution in some of the circumstances described above. Promenade’s qualities with respect to those circumstances are regarded retrospectively here in order to explore further possible fields of application and obvious modifications for different forms of appearance.

II. PROMENADE
The Promenade sound projection device consists of a flat surface of variable size with two electrodynamic excitors mounted on the back (Figure 1). Audio signals are fed to the exciters such that the surface acts as a loudspeaker membrane. The physical properties of the surface material lead to a certain radiation characteristics. The directional effect is further emphasised by crosstalk-cancelled stereophony, which creates a large auditory canvas that is much wider than the...
projection panel (see section III). The effect occurs at a central listening position, facing the device from a distance of a few ten centimetres up to about one and a half metres. As soon as the sweet area is left, the spatial auditory image collapses and sound seems to be restricted to the panel surface. Although both exciters are mounted to the same surface, their signal differences remain intact to a sufficient extent for providing the effect of crosstalk-cancelled projection.

A. Physical construction

Promenade has been prototyped with two materials and in two sizes so far. The first series uses finnboard, a lightweight type of cardboard, with the dimensions 70 by 100 centimetres (portrait) and 3 millimetres thickness. The second, more compact series is made of screenboard, a more dense type of cardboard with white cover layers, 43.5 by 64 centimetres and 2 millimetres thick. Other promising materials that have been explored include ply wood of a few millimetres thickness, and KAPA, a compound material combining a polyurethane foam core with cardboard cover layers.

The smaller prototype uses Visaton EX-60 R exciters (60 millimetres in diameter), while the larger is equipped with the more powerful Visaton EX-80 S (square shape, 80 millimetres edge length). White flat cable serves for feeding the exciters and for suspending the device. Both the exciters and the cables are glued to the panels. The projection devices are fed by small standard amplifier boards installed separately.

In the installation, the projected signals were generated from a BeagleBone Black computer board equipped with the Bela audio cape. Sound programming and convolution for crosstalk cancellation was performed in SuperCollider. As cancellation filters, the so-called BACCH filters by Edgar Choueiri [1] were taken from the jconvolver convolution engine bundle by Fons Adriaensen.

B. Sound installation and artistic context

The sound projection device has been conceived as part of a sound installation within the arts-based research project Promenade, Anekdote, Alltag, Abbild (Promenade, Anekdote, everyday life, image), hence its name.

Seven playback canvases (five in a later version, Figure 2) were distributed in the exhibition space, each suspended from the ceiling. The projection surface was left blank, without any further visual additions. Each of the devices played back a soundscape composition based on field recordings. Listeners were invited to explore and ‘visit’ the different soundscapes by moving in space, approaching the projection devices one by one and ‘entering’ the recorded space by positioning themselves in the sweet area where the crosstalk-cancelled projection effect unfolds.

The installation seeks to combine a global sonic environment that reflects the simultaneity of seemingly unrelated structures, processes, and realities around us, with the singularity of particular spots in space that, when located, allow for an exclusive access to individual layers of this environment. The crosstalk-cancelled projection technique restricts these spots to clear-cut boundaries but on the other hand it potentially ‘elevates’ each layer’s spatiality as a sublime, temporary overlay to the global environment.

The installation Promenade serves as an experiential starting point for further investigations into the fields of anecdotal music, narrative identity construction and strolology. All of these areas may be reflected in conjunction with aesthetic experience in our everyday life auditory surrounding and its technical mediation. Departing from a workshop within the project Promenade, a publication is currently prepared that summarises the described approach and the ongoing process.

III. TRANSAURAL CROSSTALK-CANCELLED SOUND PROJECTION

A. Working principle

Transaural crosstalk-cancelled sound projection, often abbreviated XTC, has been developed for playing back binaural signals, which normally require headphones, on a pair of loudspeakers (see, e.g., [2, pp. 283–326]). While headphones isolate the sound propagation paths from each of the earphones to the corresponding ear, respectively, loudspeaker projection involves transaural crosstalk: the signal radiated from the left ear also reaches the right one and vice versa. However, the playback of binaural signals requires the separate presentation of each channel to the corresponding ear.

Transaural crosstalk cancellation is based on time-shifted anti-phase signals emitted from the respective opposite loudspeaker that shall arrive at the near-side ear at the same time as the unwanted crosstalk signal from the far side speaker in order to cancel it out. Obviously, the cancellation signal causes a crosstalk at the far side ear, too, which in turn is eliminated by another correction signal emitted from the opposite speaker. Several iterations of this process lead to the design of a recursive filter network that ultimately seeks to ensure an isolated projection of the ear signal pair [3].

1 http://bela.io
2 http://supercollider.github.io
3 http://kokkinizita.linuxaudio.org/linuxaudio/
4 https://esc.mur.at/de/projekt/promenade-anekdote-alltag-abbild

Figure 2. Promenade installation, SMC 2018, Limassol, Cyprus.
B. Binaural vs. stereophonic signals with XTC

As mentioned above, transaural crosstalk cancellation has been developed for the projection of binaural signals on loudspeakers, that is, ear signals involving interaural time (ITD) and level differences (ILD) as well as elevation-dependent spectral cues (see [4]). Nevertheless, XTC filters are also used for the playback of ordinary loudspeaker stereophonic signals. The latter application is known as Ambiophonics in consumer entertainment contexts [5].

Experimental findings of the Promenade project with respect to stereophonic signals are discussed below (Section V).

IV. FLAT PANEL LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTION

The excitation of flat, solid matter surfaces as an alternative loudspeaker working principle has been investigated during the past decades (see, e.g., [6]). Major advantages are the appealing form factor requiring dramatically reduced mounting depth, and the potential to create diffuse sound fields due to the low directivity even at high frequencies.

One important factor for exciting flat panels is the mounting location of the exciter. Depending on the application, the physical properties and the size of the panel, a basic question is whether to exploit or to avoid the direct excitation of predominant modes. Often, an out-of-centre location avoiding low integer partition of the surface dimensions is recommended for a more balanced response. In Promenade, exciters were mounted according to the golden section as an experimentally found trade-off of acoustic and visual qualities.

Apart from the construction of high-end loudspeakers, electrodynamic excitation of manifold objects for sound projection is frequently applied in custom presentation media and in sound art (see, e.g., SHHH SHHH SHHH [3] by Amanda Dunsmore, 2008, or Touched Echo [4] by Markus Kison, 2007). As described above, the exploration for Promenade departs from the latter. In such realms the presented sound material is usually created or adapted especially for the specific playback medium. Consequently, the projection device does not need to meet the same criteria as general-purpose loudspeakers, especially with respect to linearity and neutrality, because such deviations can be corrected in the adaption process. This largely facilitates achieving a beneficial result with relatively low-cost equipment.

A special technical issue of the Promenade device is that only one panel is used for projecting two audio channels at the same time. The crucial question is whether the crosstalk cancellation cues are propagated to a sufficient extent for achieving a similar effect as with two small-spaced loudspeakers or whether the inter-channel crosstalk in the panel degrades the cues too much. A similar technique has been investigated for the application of Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) using even more than two exciters on the same panel, coined Multi-Actuator Panels [7]. Later, the method has been generalised for creating multiple sound sources with a single panel [8].

The experimental artistic context of Promenade did not pursue a scientific approach to such a technique for transaural sound projection. In multiple iterations, the used combination of materials, dimensions and mount points of the exciters have been adjusted such that the desired effect could be achieved sufficiently well. A validation by acoustic measurements, however, has not yet been carried out.

V. DISCUSSION

The presented sound projection device shows an appropriate performance within its frame of origin, the Promenade arts-based research project. There, it allows for experiencing the often surprising, sometimes uncanny effect of crosstalk-cancelled sound projection and supports the exploration and reflection of aesthetic experience in multi-layered spatial auditory environments.

Beyond the attached context, the principles exploited in Promenade may be applied to other use cases. In the following, some findings and possible directions are discussed, such as the use of stereophonic signals, the integration with visual presentations, extensions towards interactive applications, and other form factors, materials, or objects.

A. Crosstalk cancellation of stereophonic signals

When developing the Promenade sound installation with field recording material and XTC projection, it was found that coincident stereophonic signals involving only level differences but none of phase provide a more consistent and stable spatial image than recordings in spaced omnidirectional stereophony that is based on phase differences. There is no well-researched explanation for this observation. It is likely that both the listening conditions and the projection device are not optimal for propagating phase differences to the listener’s ears. In particular the fact that both exciters are working on the same projection surface may degrade the fidelity of phase reproduction, although a similar observation was made using two separate loudspeakers.

Overall, the discovery that intensity stereophony is well suited to span the extremes of the projection base – from ear to ear using headphones, nevertheless crossing the listener’s head, from speaker to speaker in an ordinary stereophonic setup, and along a well externalised, virtual stereo base of about 150 degrees opening angle using XTC projection – is most valuable for the production of appropriate material. Following from that, field recordings were carried out in mid/side stereophony, which allows for further benefits with respect to adaptation and interaction (see subsection V-C).

B. Visual integration

In the Promenade sound installation, major emphasis was put on listening to mediated auditory environments. Therefore, the metaphor of a canvas was picked up that could have shown a landscape but instead projected a soundscape while remaining visually ‘silent’. However, the surface of the projection medium may be easily used for a seamless integration of visual and auditory material. In the simplest case, the cardboard...
material may be printed or laminated. The backside may be used as well, restricted by the mounted exciters.

Alternatively, the panel may serve as a video projection screen, including three-dimensional technology involving polarised or shutter glasses. The projection angle and distance have to be envisaged such that the spectator is not disturbing the projection but may still position herself appropriately with respect to crosstalk-cancelled sound projection.

Using stereophonic signals, auditory events can be evoked for the listener anywhere in the horizontal dimension within the borders of the canvas and beyond. Therefore, horizontal audio-visual congruence is well achievable, for example, for annotating visual items in maps or alike. Psychoacoustic effects may be exploited for suggesting vertical correspondences. Depending on the stiffness of the projection panel, the location of the exciters on the panel is audible in certain frequency bands. In this case, a second pair of exciters may serve as a panning means in the vertical dimension, at least to a certain extent.

Generally, any visual presentation that favours a fixed, frontal and relatively close viewpoint can be expected to work well in combination with a Promenade like sound projection device.

C. Interactivity, tracking, sensors

From the beginning, the Promenade device has been conceived with an additional optical distance sensor such that the playback can react interactively, depending on whether, how close and for how long a listener is present in front of the canvas. For the installation versions involving several projection panels, actual use of the sensors has been dismissed so far. It turned out to be more desirable in the first place to explore the field of sweet spots distributed in space which, when being entered, change the listening experience dramatically. This effect may be regarded as an inherent ‘interactive’ behaviour of the projection dispositif, although no technical reactivity is involved.

Nevertheless, involving the sensor bears several interesting use cases. If multiple projection panels are present, the sensors may serve as a simple tracking device in order to activate or emphasise one or more panels rather than others, both in a decentralised (each panel controls itself without influencing others) or a centralised manner. Furthermore, the spatial arrangement of sound material could be extended towards an enterable, interactive radio play. Different individual listeners cannot be distinguished, though, which would require more sophisticated tracking means.

The sensor information may also affect the projection technique itself. In the Promenade installation, gradual transitions take place from monaural signals (centered in the projection panel) over ordinary stereophony (located roughly in between the exciter positions, thus a partition of the panel) to crosstalk-cancelled projection. As mid/side-stereophony is used, modulating the contribution of the side signal allows for further controlling the perceived width of the resulting sonic image. Such transitions may be triggered or emphasised by evaluating the listener’s distance or overall presence via the sensor.

D. Other form factors, materials, or objects

Theoretically, combining two-channel electrodynamic excitation of solid matter with transaural crosstalk cancellation is possible with various objects and materials of any form or extension. For example, architectural prototypes, engineering models or basic commodity might be enhanced by an integrated auditory layer that invites for spatial immersion. The determining factors remain those that have been consulted while conceiving Promenade:

- the physical properties of the excited material with respect to sound propagation,
- appropriate mounting locations for the exciters and fitting form factors of the object and the exciters, and
- sufficiently isolated radiation of both channels for achieving the desired effect of crosstalk cancellation.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, the Promenade spatial sound projection device has been presented, along with its originating context, a sound installation as part of the arts-based research project of the same name. The device has been presented as combining the two techniques of transaural crosstalk cancellation for inviting a rich spatial auditory experience with the excitation of solid objects for an unobtrusive appearance, differing from that of ordinary loudspeakers. The presentation form of a canvas, though not visually occupied in the original installation, invites for manifold applications that involve audio-visual correspondence. Further extensions include the use of distance sensors for interactive functionality, both with respect to the presented narrative and to the evoked spatial impression.
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Abstract—Augmented reality (AR) applications are getting popular since they integrate the real world and the virtual world. This paper focuses on AR applications for public and scientific libraries. There exist some projects and sample implementations of AR apps specially designed for libraries, but they are seldom found in practice. To identify whether there is potential for AR apps to be applied in libraries, the results of a qualitative study that has been performed among librarians working in public and scientific libraries in Austria and experts in augmented reality are presented. Searching for media, navigating to the correct location and displaying ancillary information, like ratings, reviews, secondary media, links, etc., has the highest potential for users according to the experts. AR apps for maintaining the bookshelves of a library provide real benefit for librarians and are awarded high potential as well. Guided tours through libraries using AR-based apps lightens the load of the librarians to introduce new users to the library. The feasibility of an AR app for a library is demonstrated by introducing a prototype that supports library users with additional information on media and the library itself.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) bridges the gap between the real world and the virtual world – spatially and cognitively [1]. It allows to integrate the real world and the virtual world and presents information on mobile devices that directly corresponds to the physical environment. By selecting, filtering, and visualizing virtual objects context-based information can be displayed together with real world objects.

There exist several examples for various fields of applications, i.e., industry and construction, maintenance and training, the medical domain, personal information, or navigation [1] [2]. Although a number of successful applications can be found, AR is categorized by Gartner in its Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 2018 to be part of the Trough of Disillusionment [3]. Thus, it will take about another five years to reach the mass market.

Libraries are another field of applications that gets slowly into focus of AR. A few prototype applications exist that demonstrate the feasibility of augmented reality to support users and the staff of libraries. For example, the University of Applied Sciences Potsdam developed a concept and prototype for a complex AR-based app myLibrARy providing additional information and reviews to media as well as general information about the library [4]. LibrARi is an image-based AR app for mobile devices and AR glasses that supports users on finding their way to the desired book in the bookshelf [5]. The Miami University in Oxford, Ohio developed an AR-based app called ShelvAR that supports librarians to identify books in the wrong place and for inventory [6]. The Bavarian State Library Munich provides a location-based AR app that offers additional information to special locations, buildings, and monuments related to King Ludwig II [7].

Although there exist a number of augmented reality applications specially designed for libraries (i.e., especially for the users of libraries) their number is limited. None of them got ready for the market and some of them, like ShelvAR, even discontinued. This might be due to an immature technology, financial issues, a lack of acceptance among users or a lack of acceptance among librarians. To identify the potential of augmented reality apps in libraries we will focus on the point of view of libraries. Therefore, in this paper we will investigate whether there is a need for AR apps in public and scientific libraries, limiting the research view on Austrian libraries (section IV). To demonstrate the feasibility of an AR app for a public or scientific library a prototype supporting library users with additional information will be presented (section V).

II. AUGMENTED REALITY

A. Definition

Augmented Reality integrates 3D virtual objects in a 3D real environment in real time [8]. In AR virtual objects are superimposed upon or composited with the real world, but the user can still see the real world. Therefore, AR supplements reality, rather than completely replacing it like in Virtual Reality (VR) [8]. Instead of creating a completely synthetic world (i.e., virtual world) in which the observer is completely immersed, the Mixed Reality merges real and virtual worlds. According to Milgram and Kishino there is a reality-virtuality continuum that is related to a mixture of classes of objects. With the real environment (consisting solely of real objects) and the virtual environment (consisting solely of virtual objects) as the two opposite extrema, there is the Mixed Reality in between in which real world and virtual world objects are presented together within a single display [9] [10]. Augmented Reality is the part of the Mixed Reality more close to the real environment where real objects are more dominant than virtual objects.
The most widely accepted definition that does not limit AR to specific technologies was proposed by Azuma in 1997 and defines Augmented Reality as “systems that have the following three characteristics:

1. Combines real and virtual
2. Interactive in real time
3. Registered in 3-D” [8]

B. AR Systems

A complete AR system requires at least three components:
- a tracking component,
- a registration component,
- a visualization component [1].

A fourth component is required to store information about the real world and the virtual world in a spatial model. The tracking component determines the location of the user in the real world. The real world model serves as a reference for the tracking component. The registration component is responsible for the alignment of coordinate systems between virtual and real objects since the virtual information has to be accurately registered with physical scene objects [1].

When using an AR system there is a feedback loop between the human user and the AR system (Fig. 2) [1]. While the user observes the AR display and controls the viewport, the system tracks this viewport and registers the pose in the real world with the virtual content. Then the situated visualizations are presented on the display [1].

III. AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATIONS IN LIBRARIES

There already exist a few AR applications dedicated to the use in libraries. However, most of them are prototypes specially designed for a certain library. This section provides an overview of the most striking AR projects for libraries. Different types of AR applications can be distinguished:

A) apps providing additional information on media for library users (including locating media in the library)
B) apps supporting librarians (e.g., for identifying books)
C) apps providing additional information on cultural assets associated with the library/archive
D) augmented books.

A. AR Apps Providing Additional Information on Media

In 2014 the University of Applied Sciences Potsdam started myLibrARy, a project to evaluate and explore the fields and scope of application of AR in public libraries [4] [6]. The main goal was the development of a user-oriented app for libraries with significant features related to augmented reality. Based on a user survey the app should provide features like

- managing media: search, reservation, extract, download
- navigation: finding the way to the media, virtual tour
- information on the library: opening times, contact, staff
- user service: user account, wish list, reminder, renewal
- interface to other services like bibliographic management, Wikipedia, book trade, exhibitions, events, etc.
- social media
- services outside the library like a literature walk

Fig. 1. Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum [10]

Fig. 2. Feedback loop between user and AR system [1]
Some of these features are related to AR, some are classic features of library apps that could already be found elsewhere. The first prototype was developed by Metaio and was a channel in the Juniaio app of Metaio [4] [12]. Media were identified by optical tracking and image recognition of the book cover. The second prototype was implemented as an independent app where media were identified by scanning the ISBN code. The main idea of myLibRARy was the development of Smart Libraries where smart technologies are an integrated part of the use experience. AR might be a key element that enables new knowledge due to semantic and visual contextualization of information [4] [12].

LibrARi is an image-based AR app for mobile devices and AR glasses that supports users on finding their way to the desired book in the bookshelf [5]. Since the AR app shows the direct way to the book on the display, the library can be explored interactively and users do not have to bother with classification systems any more. LibrARi offers searching, locating and navigating in physical space using a digital interface on a mobile device [5].

The University of Illinois Library developed a mobile recommender app with augmented reality features called Topic Space. By embedding optical character recognition software, the augmented reality app can recognize the signature on a book in the library and suggest relevant items that are shelved nearby. Additionally the app shows users media that are normally shelved at the location, but that are currently checked out [13].

B. AR Apps Supporting Librarians

The Miami University in Oxford, Ohio developed an AR-based app called ShelvAR intended to support librarians to identify books located in the wrong place in the bookshelf [6] [14]. Using the prototype librarians could aim the mobile device (e.g., smartphone or tablet) at the shelf and books on the wrong place will be marked accordingly (✓ or ✗). Unfortunately, due to a patent dispute the project discontinued [15].

C. Other AR Applications

The Bavarian State Library Munich developed the AR app “Ludwig II” that presents location-based services of cultural assets (e.g., special locations, buildings, monuments) related to king Ludwig II [7]. The multimedia content is either displayed on top of a map view or integrated in the live camera video.

By tracking the pose of the mobile device location-based and context-based information (e.g., historic images, maps, letters, audio clips of contemporary witnesses) can be identified and inserted in the live video. Figure 3 left shows the camera view of the app with information on nearby points of interest. Figure 3 right shows the real time simulation of the winter garden that had been torn down after the death of Ludwig II.

D. Augmenting books

The SCARLET project (Special Collections using Augmented Reality to Enhance Learning and Teaching) developed a marker-based app (using QR codes and book covers) to support students that have to consult rare books, manuscripts and archives within the controlled conditions of library reading rooms. The AR-based app enables students to experience the best of the real and the virtual world: students can enjoy the sensory delights of seeing and handling original materials, while enhancing the learning experience by enhancing the object with digital images, online learning resources and information on the items before them and on related objects held in the library and elsewhere [16].

Like in SCARLET markers can be embedded in various kinds of books (children’s books, educational books), magazines or catalogues thus allowing the reader to access additional information (e.g., various multimedia content).

IV. EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL OF AR FOR PUBLIC AND SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES

There are a few AR applications available for libraries and in some of the projects presented in section III a requirements analysis has been done prior to implementing the AR app. However, none of them got ready for the market and is available for other libraries. Therefore, we will investigate whether there is potential for an AR app in libraries. We will focus both on public and scientific libraries and derive whether there is a demand for augmented reality applications [17].

Research will concentrate on opportunities and challenges when libraries use AR apps to support their users. We would like to know which types of applications and which features are relevant for users in public and scientific libraries. Special focus will be on some of the core tasks of libraries – dissemination of information and conveying media competence – to identify whether AR has a positive influence on information literacy of library users [17].

There is a range of stakeholders related to a public or scientific library. In this research we concentrate on users of a library, i.e., regular readers and casual readers, who are searching for media (books, journals, etc.) – either print or electronic media – and want to lend these media.

A. Method

To investigate the potential of AR apps a qualitative research method has been chosen [18]. Structured guideline interviews have been carried out with twelve experts in three different domains (four experts in each domain): augmented reality, public libraries, scientific libraries. The four experts on augmented reality are professors at universities and COOs in
AR companies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland (DACH region) and authors of books on AR. The experts on public libraries are librarians and heads of public libraries in Germany and Austria. The experts on scientific libraries are librarians and heads of libraries at universities and universities of applied sciences in Austria.

The interviews were conducted in March and April 2018 and took about 30 to 50 minutes. A mobile audio recorder was used to record the interviews. Afterwards the audio was transcribed to provide written material [19].

A qualitative content analysis according to Mayring was then applied to identify corresponding statements in the interviews [20]. To be able to analyze the material, categories had to be defined, i.e., main categories and sub-categories [18] [20]. For example, the main categories were: current offerings in libraries, technology and digital offerings, reasons for utilization of AR, reasons for not using AR, information literacy with respect to AR, AR general, AR applications, AR benefits, AR challenges, AR considerations of users, and IT affinity [17]. The text was coded according to those categories using the software MAXQDA.

B. Results

Selected and aggregated results of the conducted interviews will be presented in this section [17].

1) AR General

The AR experts assume that AR will be applied everywhere in the future because it provides support in multiple ways. Users have to get acquainted to AR apps and realize their potential, but then the transformation to its utilization will be gradually and AR apps will be used everywhere. Data goggles will be the natural device for using AR.

Currently AR is mainly applied in navigation (head-up displays), sports broadcasting (lines faded in), industry (overlay of technical documentation), logistics, construction, medicine (insert extra data during surgery), military, and gamification. Although AR is still quite new to most companies, the AR experts think that in future AR will be heavily used to visualize a lot of different issues, e.g., in architecture, marketing, content combination, and in traineeship and education.

2) Advantages of AR for Libraries

Since the discussed applications of AR in libraries are fixed to the place of the library, users have to come to the library to be able to use the AR app. Although this seems to be a trivial fact, users will be forced to visit the library – and then they will get a lot of additional information. Since AR helps to better find the way in the library, media (i.e., books) can be found much easier and faster.

Ancillary information can be conveyed much simpler, more extensive and more context specific with AR. Using 3D information can be perceived and imagined more easily. AR can be used whenever complex information in the library shall be presented to the audience. Added value arises when the physical holdings of the library can be combined with the virtual holdings. The librarians (of both types of libraries) would like to use such combinations much more often. AR can be used to link different types of the library holdings and to show all media since not everything can be presented in the catalogue of the library. By filtering and selecting content elements more precise results can be presented to users.

Five out of twelve interviewees (1 AR expert, 3 librarians of public libraries, 1 librarian of a scientific library) mentioned that AR will help to project a modern, attractive image of the library. Using a modern and innovative technology like AR the quality of the experience in the library will be increased. With the help of AR the libraries can offer better and demand actuated service.

3) Motivation, Attention, and Information Processing

All interviewees agree that AR apps can motivate users to visit a library. However, they added that the level of motivation depends on the target group (e.g., much better with young people or technogeeks). There must be a clear benefit, e.g., saving of labor, to motivate someone to use the AR app. Motivation can be increased by improving the quality of the personal experience, e.g., fascination of technology, a game, new opportunities, or the chance to discover and experience the library in a playful way.

The interviewees also agree that using AR heightens the awareness and in this way the offerings of the library are perceived more effectively. However, the opportunity to improve the awareness depends on the target group. Users can be motivated when there is an added value. The library may track all activities and related behavior and analyze the behavior of its users anonymously.

The AR experts and the librarians of scientific libraries think that with the help of AR information can be conveyed and processed much easier. They argue that more senses are appealed. However, the librarians of public libraries disagree. Two librarians of scientific libraries point out that the amount of improvement might depend on the type of service. The other two librarians of the scientific libraries hold the opinion that we have to be aware that the provided information might not be processed properly any more because of an overstimulation.

4) Preconditions of Augmented Reality in Libraries

All interviewees agreed that using AR has to make sense and generate extra value for users. Since there is still a lack of good applications, (library) users are not aware of the added value of AR.

There are external and internal factors that influence AR in libraries. External factors might be the interior design, lighting conditions, or the internet connection within a building. Internal factors like staff or overstimulation influence the utilization of AR as well. If the app shall be used indoors, good maps with high-resolution are needed. A WIFI/WLAN network connection would be practical as well. The rooms of the library should not be too bright or too dark and the walls should not be shiny.

There are many libraries that are run by a single person. Thus, the required know-how to run and further develop complex, technically sophisticated apps can not be assumed. Therefore, the staff of the library has to be trained adequate. The staff has to support the technical progress.
Libraries using AR have to be aware of overstimulation. Secondary issues like liability and safety have to be taken into account.

5) Considerations of Users
The interviewees where asked for their opinion whether users of libraries (i.e., readers) might have doubts when libraries offer AR apps. First of all privacy aspects have been mentioned. Users might fear that libraries use (tracking) data for personalization and services or even sell the data to third-party companies.

Five interviewees (members of all groups) take the position that using the AR app must not be compulsive. AR has to be an additional, but optional service that users might utilize if they like – and if they identify a benefit. Another group of five interviewees (2 AR experts, 3 librarians of scientific libraries) hold the opinion that users might perceive AR as disconcerting and not being a serious application. Furthermore, users may not be excluded because their mobile devices do not fulfill the required technological standards.

C. AR Applications for Libraries
The central question of the interviews is related to the relevance of AR applications for libraries [17]. There is no clear opinion whether there is a difference between public libraries and scientific libraries. However, several statements indicate that AR apps are relevant only for larger libraries. The experts where asked whether they consider the following applications to be useful and relevant for libraries:

- Augmented books
- Guided tours
- Searching for Media / Additional Information
- Gamification
- Shelf Maintenance

Table I presents an overview of their opinion [17].

1) Augmented Books
There already exist some examples of augmented book for children’s books, reference books, and educational textbooks. Some libraries already offer augmented books. But even those libraries that do not offer augmented books yet, consider them as relevant. Several interviewees argue that it does not make sense to augment all books, but it is appropriate to augment some special books to provide added value.

2) Guided Tours
Six (out of eight) members of libraries consider augmented guided tours in the library or the building relevant. The AR app can provide virtual support while exploring the library which might simplify the utilization of the library.

However, three of the AR experts and two librarians did not expect guided tours as practical applications – above all due to the cost-benefit ratio. Especially for small libraries this kind of application is not practical. Classic, non augmented tours shall not be eliminated since they provide personal contact.

### TABLE I. AR APPS FOR LIBRARIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>Augmented Books</th>
<th>Guided Tours</th>
<th>Searching for Media / Additional Info</th>
<th>Gamification</th>
<th>Shelf Maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL2</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL4</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Tend to ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale: Yes ✓ – Tend to Yes ✓ – Neutral – Tend to No × – No ×
Interviewees (Int.): AR = experts in augmented reality, PL = librarians working in public libraries; SL = librarians working in scientific libraries

3) Searching for Media / Additional Information
All except one interviewee think that searching for media in the library using AR is highly relevant and provides added value to users. Guiding the way to the book in the bookshelf and navigating the user with an AR app on a private mobile device is considered to be useful, especially for large libraries.

However, much more important – according to the interviewees – is the added value that is provided by additional information that can be displayed on the AR device. Additional information especially includes similar media, reviews, and ratings. Searching for a book might result in a list of, for example, four books. Then the AR app fades out all the other books and the four books of interest can be easily identified in the bookshelf. By providing additional information, like the abstract, a summary, or the first chapter of the book, users are assisted in their decision whether a book shall be lend.

Some interviewees (2 AR experts, 3 librarians of scientific libraries) mentioned the advantage of linking online and offline holdings. In addition to physical books in the bookshelf the AR app might display other books that are not available because another user has borrowed it or similar books that might be relevant for the lecture as well. Relevant media might be downloaded to the personal virtual library.

Three librarians argued that a disadvantage of this kind of AR app is its complexity and the amount of work on maintaining this app. The app has to be integrated with several databases in real time to access the additional information needed. The AR experts suggest that using this kind of app on a smartphone will be unsuitable and better for data goggles.
4) Gamification

The usefulness of gamification in the library using augmented reality is considered to be not very high – but it depends on the target group of users. Due to the profile of the users of scientific libraries gamification is hardly relevant. However, if a young audience shall be addressed by a public library AR-based gamification might be an appropriate approach with high potential. Visiting a library and exploring its offerings can be made more thrilling and exciting for young people with the help of games on a mobile devices. An integrated approach based on AR offers several opportunities – for fun, but also to communicate how a library works.

5) Shelf Maintenance

Support on maintaining the bookshelves of a library using an AR app (like ShelvAR, see Section III.B) would be a real benefit for librarians. Most interviewees (4 AR experts and 5 librarians) agree on that issue. The biggest benefit is the saving of labor and making work much more easier in daily business. Three librarians (one working in a public library, two working in a scientific library) do not expect that an AR app might save much working time.

Shelf maintenance could be done using Internet of Things technologies as well, especially with RFID antenna [21] [22] [23]. Since approaches based on RFID are prone to errors and the implementation is expensive, it is seldom used. Therefore, AR-based approaches might be useful.

D. Findings

The central research question concerns the fact which AR applications are relevant for users of a library. The highest potential is awarded to searching for media and navigating to the correct location in the bookshelf. Searching for media and the display of ancillary information, like ratings, reviews, secondary media, links, etc., is most helpful for users. Using filtering and selection only relevant information can be displayed [17].

Maintaining the bookshelves of a library with the help of an AR app is a real benefit for librarians. However, this requires a complex implementation and a complex infrastructure. Librarians are interested in providing guided tours through libraries using AR-based, custom designed apps.

Augmented books are an interesting offer for users, but providing augmented books is more in the scope of publishing houses than in the scope of the library. Gamification is the least relevant topic since it requires a very special setup and it is designed only for children and very young people.

Libraries offering AR apps to their users will benefit from improved image, improved quality of service for users, increasing time efficiency and making work easier for librarians.

The biggest challenges when implementing services based on augmented reality apps are cost-benefit ratio, technical issues (like display type, e.g., smartphone vs. data goggles; error rate of tracking), external and internal factors, overstimulation, and doubts of users.

V. Prototype of an AR App for a Scientific Library

To demonstrate the feasibility of an augmented reality app for libraries in practice a prototype app was developed for a university library [24]. The aim of this prototype is to ease the utilization of the library for students and university lecturers and to motivate students to use the library more often by providing additional benefits. The app shall be accessed by smartphones or tablet computer owned by the students. The Augmented Reality Toolkit Wikitude by Wikitude is used as the software development kit [25].

Following the fields of application demonstrated in section III two scenarios have been chosen:

- Presentation of additional information at special points of interest
- Display of additional context information to books

Visual triggers are used to activate the display of additional information [24].

A. Augmentations at Points of Interest

Augmentations are triggered by image markers attached to points of interest in the library. The markers consist of a common part identical to all markers (logo, icon) and an individual part including text plus custom icons that can be easily identified by the tracking software (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Visual marker [24]

Each of the markers is assigned special virtual objects:

- Welcome (“Willkommen”) triggers a short video on the library. It is attached at the entrance of the library.
- Library rules (“Bibliotheksordnung”) will display the library rules as a PDF document. The markes is attached near the entrance and the library desk.
- Operating instructions (“Bedienungsanleitung”) triggers the display of step-by-step instructions on how to use the book scanner. Thus, it is attached on the scanner.

Typically, virtual objects are displayed when the camera of the mobile device is aligned to the marker. Since the information mentioned above is quite complex and requires some time to read, the information is presented in an extra browser window that remains open even if the marker is not identified any more (Figure 5).
C. Features

The prototype offers the following features:

- Recognition of specially designed visual markers for tracking
- Recognition of book covers for tracking
- Retrieval of metadata to identified books (cover marker) from the Wikitude cloud
- Display of text information related to books
- Display of virtual buttons on the touchscreen (Figure 6)
- Play a video
- Display of PDF documents

However, there are still some limitations. Character recognition of the book signature does not work properly in Wikitude. However, some plugins are available yet that might be used to integrate third-party text recognition modules. Since Wikitude works well on image recognition and not on text recognition, book covers that are monochrome and include only text can be hardly recognized. Book covers with high similarity (e.g., a series of books) can not be distinguished as well. They would have to be identified by their signature. Wikitude does not provide a database integration. Thus database access has to be implemented using an additional web service.

VI. CONCLUSION

A study based on qualitative interviews with librarians working in public and scientific libraries in Austria and experts in augmented reality derives which kinds of applications have potential for libraries. Searching for media, navigating to the correct location and displaying ancillary information, like ratings, reviews, secondary media, links, etc., has the highest potential for users according to the interviewees. AR apps for maintaining the bookshelves of a library provide real benefit for librarians and are awarded high potential as well. Guided tours through libraries using AR-based, custom designed apps lightens the load of the librarians to introduce new users to the library. Augmented books and gamification approaches are awarded much less potential for libraries. This study provides useful insights on the relevant fields of application of an AR app.

Those insights have been the starting point for the development of a prototype app. It was designed for a university library to demonstrate how an AR app supporting readers (casual users and regular users of a library as well) might look like. The main focus of the prototype is on providing additional information to books that can be identified using visual tracking. The prototype has been designed to identify critical aspects and problem areas when implementing such a service.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The survey provided sufficient baseline information to start the prototype implementation of the AR app. However, we interviewed experts in the field (AR experts and librarians). We still have determine the requirements of readers who visit the library and will use this app.
The prototype has limited functionality that has to be enhanced in the future. More databases have to be integrated to provide real-time data on additional information related to books. Visual tracking of the signature of books has to be improved to unambiguously identify each book in the library. Books in the bookshelf only show their spine including the signature as a text code. Our prototype does not provide proper character recognition yet which will have to be added in the future. Guiding users to the bookshelf where their book of interest is located has not been tackled yet since this a complex task to achieve in an indoor environment.
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Abstract—For Industry 4.0 – the Internet of Things (IoT) in an industrial manner – new methodologies for support and collaboration of employees are needed. One of these methodologies combines existing work practices with support through technologies like Augmented Reality (AR). Therefore, usability concepts for appropriate hardware as well as the data transfer need to be analyzed and designed within applicable industry standards.

In this paper, we present two different use cases (Real-Time Machine Data Overlay and Web-Based AR Remote Support) in the context of collaboration and support of employees. Both use cases are focusing on three main requirements: 1) Effective data transmission; 2) Devices certified for industrial environments; and 3) Usability targeted towards industrial users. Additionally, we present an architecture recommendation for combining both use cases as well as a discussion of the benefits and the limitations of our approaches leading to future directions.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality Architecture, Collaboration, Interactive Visualization, Real-Time Data Display, Industry 4.0

I. INTRODUCTION

Many current Augmented Reality use cases target commercial and industrial areas. These have the biggest market potential of the enterprise segment according to the forecast by Goldman Sachs [1]. As such, companies are using pilot projects to evaluate both the real-world usability, as well as the integration into existing work practices.

Typical scenarios involve remote assistance and monitoring. These use cases yield a very measurable return on investment, thereby easing the creation of a business case to offset the research and development costs. Sending specialized engineers to remote locations to fix issues with broken machines is more expensive than developing and providing means for efficient remote collaboration using an on-site generalist, interacting with the remote specialist.

However, the main challenge is designing and creating a suitable software architecture and user interface. Thus, we explicitly focus on the following in this paper:

1) Efficient data transmission for mobile scenarios, involving collaboration and/or real-time machine data display.
2) Software should run on durable and cheap devices that are certified for industrial environments. Most current AR devices are targeted for home or entertainment use.
3) Usability targeted towards industrial users, to reduce required training time to a minimum.

To provide guidance for these challenges, we have developed two prototypes: “Web-Based AR Remote Support” and “Real Time Machine Data Overlay”.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR AR IN INDUSTRY

AR applications for industry got serious research attention since the early 1990’s. [2], [3], [4] provided general surveys on AR technologies and frameworks. For industry, AR assistant systems are successfully applied to support humans in training for or during assembly and maintenance processes, as well as quality inspection. By decreasing the mental load, the human error rate decreases while speed is increased at the same time [5], [6], [7], [8].

The advantages of mobile AR for visual analytics for industrial IoT (IIoT) data in a networked environment have been widely recognized [9], [4], [10], [11]. AR technologies provide means to visualize and auralize cyber-physical production systems (e.g., machines and their digital twin [12]) on-site in a context-sensitive way [13], for collaborative robotics [14] and during planning processes [7]. UX design and ergonomics for humans is another topic of great importance for successful implementation in the field [15], [16].

Remote support and collaboration in industrial settings have been discussed for example in [17], [18]. The previous work indicates the demand for AR in industrial scenarios; it presents concepts and solutions for specific issues. However, we found a gap in research concerning the architecture of such solutions – especially while still maintaining a good overall user experience.

III. OUR APPROACHES

Based on the requirements of two Industry 4.0 companies, we have developed two separate prototypes to address their real-life issues. In this section, we first summarize the individual learnings regarding the challenges highlighted in the introduction. Then, we abstract the architecture to provide our recommendations for a generic framework, following best-practices learned through the individual projects.

The first prototype allows placing holographic dashboards in the real world to visualize real-time machine data retrieved through industry standard protocols (Real-Time Machine Data Overlay). The second enables a remote expert to draw support annotations on the AR camera view of an on-site generalist (Web-Based AR Remote Support).
In the scenario of an untethered MR headset in a factory, data transmission quality and speed can be an issue. As such, a relay server has two advantages: it acts as an additional security layer, as there is no need to expose the OPC UA endpoints to mobile clients in the wireless network. Moreover, it only sends the necessary data to the mobile client to reduce data traffic.

Dürkop et al. [20] analyzed the overheads and data transfer rates of industry protocols with cellular network protocols. Even though the binary variant of the OPC protocol was the most efficient of the analyzed machine-to-machine protocols, it still had a rather large protocol overhead. To reduce this overhead, we added the intermediate Node.js server, as we could strictly isolate the information required by the head mounted display.

2) Devices / AR Headset: The most critical part of the application runs within the actual headset. On the technical side, it needs to register with the server and update its internal database of accessible OPC Node IDs. These are shown in menus, allowing the user to freely place dashboards in the real world. Each dashboard mainly needs to store the connected Node ID and the current dataset in addition to a world anchor.

To be used within industry environments, careful checks need to be performed if the headset fulfills necessary safety standards. The HoloLens already complies to several standards: ANSI Z87.1, CSA Z94.3 and EN 166 [21].

3) Usability / Physical World & Persistence: A key consideration of AR in industrial scenarios is the structure of the real-world environment. The underlying computer vision algorithms from Google ARCore and Microsoft HoloLens use a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) based approach to create a geometrical reconstruction of the world while at the same time estimating camera localization. Even though the commercial algorithms are not available, a state-of-the-art open source implementation is ORB-SLAM [22]. This is a good reference for understanding the underlying algorithms and helped us optimizing the use cases. One of the main steps is detecting key-points in the live camera image. Established approaches detect corners based on the contrast in circular surroundings of individual pixels [23].

Based on this limitation, AR applications should not encourage placing dashboards on feature-less walls (e.g., single-colored with little structure). A better approach is directly placing the items on machines, typically having a more complex structure. In addition, early research from Boeing [5] recommends placing instructions close to the work area.

The world anchor is managed through the Microsoft MR toolkit and essentially forms the connection of the virtual objects to the physical world. Nevertheless, a persistence manager component within the app needs to ensure the persistence across sessions, and potentially also across multiple users simultaneously viewing the same scene with different headsets. To avoid instability, virtual objects are recommended to be placed at a maximum distance of 3m from an anchor [24].

Special attention needs to be paid to the legibility of the dashboards. Research shows that diegetic and spatial user
interfaces are the most natural and preferred metaphors for virtual scenarios [25]. However, a limitation of many of today’s headsets is the rather low display resolution (HoloLens: 720p [26]). With an ideal placement of dashboards 2 m away from the user (as recommended by Microsoft guidelines to ensure good focus [27]), small text objects easily become difficult to read. Thus, the dimension of a dashboard showing a numeric live value is 0.2 m by 0.1 m in our prototype.

To put usability first, billboard functionality is used for user oriented dashboard visualization. The downside is that parts of the dashboard might appear to be “inside” the physical object. However, due to the semi-transparent material and the deactivated occlusion with the spatial map, that effect is hardly noticeable in our prototype. To optimize anchoring the virtual dashboard on the real-world object, the prototype additionally allows re-positioning through hand-based drag gestures. Manual label placement allows contextual relevance for users and avoids challenges of automated placement [28].

B. Web-Based AR Remote Support

The purpose of remote support via AR is that two persons – a customer who needs help on a certain technical problem and a remote expert (supporter) who provides a solution on that issue – can exchange visual information (see Fig. 3).

The initial starting point is a video stream of the customer’s environment. The customer shows the point of interest (POI, describes the object where the actual problem is located) to the supporter. In industrial environments this could be a malfunctioning machine. AR technology allows the supporter to give the customer interactive visual feedback (e.g., by making annotations), which is anchored to the POI and stays in place.

For our system we identified two core requirements during the conceptual phase: first, the supporter should have no need to install additional software. Second, no special hardware should be required – neither from the customer nor from the supporter. We decided to use mobile devices (smartphones or tablets) for the customer, as these are widespread and available in industry-certified variants that can be used in environments like production halls.

Overall, the system should be universally applicable, as well as easily available for a huge potential target group.

1) Devices & Installation: In our scenario, the customer is willing to install new software on his mobile device, if it helps him to get quick and efficient support. However, the effort for that installation has to be low. After installation, the app should be usable without the need for configuration.

The supporter was defined as an expert with special knowledge on certain machines or technical devices. He maybe travels a lot (e.g., doing installations). There’s a chance that he has no possibility or time to install software when the customer calls for quick help.

To satisfy these requirements, we designed a system where the supporter gets an individual hyperlink (via E-Mail) from the customer. After opening the link, the supporter receives the real-time video stream from the customer within his web browser. There, he can add visual feedback, environmentally linked to the Augmented Reality POI.

2) Data Transmission: The underlying technology for the data transmission of the stream and the graphical annotations is WebRTC. WebRTC is a web standard for building peer-to-peer connections between two browsers or between a browser and another application that supports an implementation of WebRTC. During the stream, there is no need for an additional node or logical overhead in-between (e.g., a streaming server).

To establish the connection, the customer’s app automatically registers with a signaling server and receives a session ID. The app then generates the individual hyperlink, which includes the new session ID. The customer sends that hyperlink to the supporter (e.g., via E-Mail). By opening the hyperlink, the supporter’s web browser also connects to the signaling server. Thus, the two peers exchange their Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) information via the signaling server and establish a direct peer-to-peer connection. Next, the customer streams the environment to the supporter by using the rear camera of his mobile device. At the same time, the device performs environmental understanding on the captured video input using ARCore, attempting to find key-points.

3) Usability & Collaboration: For drawing on a video stream, there are two different concepts: (a) The drawings can be integrated in real-time into the currently active stream. This could cause inaccuracies when the customer moves the device while the supporter is drawing. (b) Pause the video stream in the supporter’s browser during drawing.

Based on these two general approaches, the focus of the project on accurate annotations and usage within industry environments leads to approach (b): whenever the supporter performs a tap on the streamed video, the last frame freezes in the browser. The supporter then has the possibility to draw annotations on the frozen frame. At the same time, the customer can continue to move his phone without influencing the supporter’s view.

At the same time, a transparent plane is created as AR element in the environment of the customer. By setting an anchor (using the detected environmental key-points), the plane stays at the designated location near the POI. The annotation will later appear on that plane.
On completion, the supporter confirms his annotations. The annotation data is directly sent to the customer. There, it is used to create an image texture, which is added to the previously generated plane. The supporter’s annotation becomes visible on the plane and is anchored to the POI. The annotations appear in the customer’s environment.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AR APP ARCHITECTURE

These two individual use cases are tightly related to each other. Combined, they lead to a complete use case, while still retaining the unique architectural challenges of each part. While our approach A describes the initial dashboard view for live machine data, approach B then allows connecting to a remote expert/supporter in case issues become evident.

In Fig. 4 we show an architecture unifying both use cases. It exhibits two main differences: 1) The client’s responsibility is focused only on interaction handling – allowing the users to add new dashboards, or to draw annotations; 2) The persistence is centralized in the server. This creates a shared database, allowing improved multi-user support, as well as a more seamless transition between both use cases. For example, improvements suggested by the supporter could be immediately seen in the real-time machine data dashboards.

This centralized architecture is based on the most recent developments to share anchors between users and platforms. While SLAM-algorithms from researchers have already been optimized for collaborative SLAM [29], commercial implementations are currently also adding support for environment data sharing between multiple clients (Google Cloud Anchors [30], Apple Shared Experiences [31]). These new APIs will be a key enabler for future improvements to our system.

Based on the initial observations from our prototypes, we see the distinction between different specialized clients as an important factor. Head-mounted displays generally have a higher cost and might be less comfortable to wear for a whole working day, but offer better immersion and precision (e.g., through time-of-flight depth sensing). Such a device would be suitable for example for the shift manager to get a quick overview of dashboards of various machines. On the other hand, smartphone-based AR works on industry-ready phones, which are easier to carry and cheaper to roll out to employees in service and production. Overall, implementing a common shared persistence back-end with specialized clients for the different scenarios gives the best of both worlds.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We presented two different use cases (see Sec. III) in the context of collaboration and support of employees (Real-Time Machine Data Overlay and for Web-Based AR Remote Support), meeting the future challenges of Industry 4.0. Based on the two approaches and considering our lessons learned, we proposed a future design approach for a combined architecture (see Sec. IV).

Since our prototypes have only been evaluated at a very low level (non-documented discussions with domain experts), it is necessary to perform a design study [32] and evaluation [33] for the proposed architecture. Therefore, this approach needs to be designed and developed in a user-centered process [34] where future system users are fully included in the evaluation cycle. Additionally, a usability study is needed to evaluate the integrated visualizations as well as the general workflow concept regarding industry employees.

The insights generated through our two prototypes, combined with previously gathered experience of collaborative and multi-device scenarios [35], will provide a profound base for these planned further research activities. However, to cover all the new upcoming challenges for Industry 4.0 more research is needed involving the employees directly into the design and conception loop to not get overwhelming by the new created technologies.
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Abstract—N-body simulations are common in applications ranging from physics simulations to computing graph layouts. The simulations are slow, but tree-based approximation algorithms like Barnes-Hut or the Fast Multipole Method dramatically improve performance. This paper proposes two new update schedules, uniform and dynamic, to make this type of approximation algorithm even faster by updating the approximation less often. An evaluation of these new schedules on computing graph layouts finds that the schedules typically decrease the running time by 9% to 18% for Barnes-Hut and 88% to 92% for the Fast Multipole Method. An experiment using 4 layout quality metrics on 50 graphs shows that the uniform schedule has similar or better graph layout quality compared to the standard Barnes-Hut or Fast Multipole Method algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spring-electric algorithms are considered to be conceptually simple methods for computing graph layouts [1]–[5] and they have enjoyed widespread implementation. However, the brute force algorithm requires $O(|V|^2)$ time to compute repulsive forces, where $|V|$ is the number of vertices in a graph $G = (V,E)$. Tree-based approximation methods—e.g. Barnes-Hut (BH), the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), and the Well-Separated Pair Decomposition (WSPD)—reduce this running time to $O(|V| \log |V|)$. Many spring-electric algorithms employ these techniques to improve performance [4]–[16], so improving these techniques’ speed can have a wide impact.

Reducing the amount of computation can reduce energy consumption on battery powered devices, reduce interruptions to analysts’ flow of thought and attention [17], and accelerate the visual analytics sensemaking process.

These approximation algorithms create tree-based data structures from the vertex positions, and the algorithms then use the trees to approximate repulsive forces. Because the spring-electric algorithm iteratively updates vertex positions, the approximation methods reconstruct the tree after each iteration using the new vertex positions. Tree construction runs in $O(|V| \log |V|)$ time, and therefore can be computationally costly, but it is unknown whether it is necessary to construct a new tree after every iteration. Many spring-electric algorithm implementations include a “cooling” parameter that reduces the change in vertex position over time, indicating that calculating new trees provides diminishing improvements to accuracy after each iteration of the algorithm.

This paper presents an evaluation\(^\dagger\) of three alternative schedules for updating tree-based approximations less frequently:

Logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic. The evaluation compares these schedules to the standard schedule of reconstructing the tree after every iteration. This paper shows that using a logarithmic, uniform, or dynamic update schedule achieves significantly faster performance compared to the standard update schedule. In addition, the uniform schedule achieves the same or better graph layout quality as the standard schedule.

This paper makes the following contributions: (1) A new dynamic algorithm for deciding when to reconstruct trees used in tree-based approximations such as Barnes-Hut, the Fast Multipole Method, or the Well-Separated Pair Decomposition; (2) a new schedule for reconstructing trees at uniform frequency; (3) a reformulation of the angular resolution (dev) readability metric to make it yield a value in $[0,1]$; and (4) an evaluation of the logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic update schedules compared to the standard update schedule showing that the new uniform schedule outperforms the other methods.

II. BACKGROUND

Spring-electric algorithms belong to the family of force-directed graph layout algorithms. Spring-electric algorithms cast the graph layout problem as an iterative physical simulation, where the algorithm models the graph’s vertices similarly to charged particles that repel each other, and it models the graph’s edges similarly to springs that define an ideal distance between vertices. This paper is concerned with improving the runtime of the repulsive force calculation.

The Barnes-Hut (BH) approximation builds a quadtree of vertex positions, and then considers distant groups of vertices as a single large vertex (see Barnes and Hut [18] and Quigley and Eades [19] for more details). This process of calculating the quadtree runs in $O(|V| \log |V|)$ time and reduces the force calculations to $O(|V| \log |V|)$.

The Fast Multipole Method (FMM), like Barnes-Hut, first builds a spatial tree based on the vertex positions in $O(|V| \log |V|)$ time, but then it aggregates nodes in the tree in order to calculate repulsive forces in $O(|V|)$ time [20]–[22].

Recently, Lipp et al [4], [5] proposed using the Well-Separated Pair Decomposition (WSPD)—another tree-based approximation algorithm—to compute repulsive forces for graph layout algorithms. Both tree construction and repulsive force calculation run in $O(|V| \log |V|)$ time.

For all three of the above tree-based approximation methods, the graph layout algorithm must reconstruct the tree after each iteration because the vertex positions have changed.

\(^\dagger\)The materials to reproduce the analysis are available at https://osf.io/re7nx/
However, is it necessary to calculate a new tree after every iteration? Lipp et al. [4], [5] experimented with updating the WSPD whenever \( 5 \log(i) \) changes (where \( i \) is the current iteration number), instead of after every iteration. They found that this can decrease the number of edge crossings [5] compared to the standard update schedule (i.e., reconstructing the tree after every iteration), but they did not compare the running time of the \( 5 \log(i) \) method to the standard method, nor did they test other update schedules such as other multiples of \( \log(i) \) or a uniform update schedule. They also suggested using a dynamic algorithm to determine when to update the tree [5], but they did not define an algorithm to accomplish this or evaluate this idea. Furthermore, they did not apply this to the Barnes-Hut approximation or Fast Multipole Method, so it is not clear if it will work with other tree-based approximations, or whether their \( 5 \log(i) \) update criteria is optimal.

III. SCHEDULES FOR UPDATING APPROXIMATIONS

There are many different methods to determine when to update trees used in tree-based approximation methods such as the Barnes-Hut (BH) approximation, the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), or the Well-Separated Pair Decomposition (WSPD). The standard versions of these algorithms construct a new tree after every iteration, but the tree could be reconstructed less often. This could be determined by an algorithm that defines some sort of schedule of when to update the approximation by reconstructing the tree. In this paper, a schedule is a function that returns a boolean value indicating whether or not the tree should be reconstructed. This paper explores three alternative schedules to the standard schedule: logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic.

A. Logarithmic Schedule

Many spring-electric algorithm implementations include a “cooling” parameter that reduces the change in vertex position over time, indicating that constructing new trees may provide diminishing improvements to accuracy after each iteration of the algorithm. In addition, most vertices tend to converge to a diminishing improvements to accuracy after each iteration of the force-directed layout algorithm, and the exact amount of change can be difficult to predict. For this reason, it may be desirable to construct a new tree at uniform intervals. This paper proposes the following uniform update schedule: let \( u_k \) be the number of trees constructed using the logarithmic schedule for integer \( k \). Then, for a layout that has \( n \) iterations, construct a new tree every \( n/u_k \) iterations. For a given value of \( k \), this results in the same number of updates for both the logarithmic and the uniform schedules, and supports direct comparisons between them. The difference between the schedules is that, for a fixed value of \( k \), the uniform schedule has the same number of iterations between each tree construction, whereas the logarithmic schedule constructs more trees at the beginning of the layout and fewer at the end.

C. Dynamic Schedule

During a force-directed layout, vertex velocity may temporarily decrease as the layout enters a local minimum before increasing as the layout escapes the minimum. This, combined with the “cooling” parameter described above, motivates a dynamic approach to deciding when to construct a new tree: if vertex positions are changing rapidly, then a new tree can improve accuracy, but if vertex positions are changing slowly, then constructing a new tree may be computationally costly with little improvement in accuracy. Therefore we would like to construct a new tree only if the old tree is out of date.

Algorithm 1 shows a dynamic algorithm that performs a check to decide whether to construct a new tree or use the old tree to calculate repulsive forces. This check keeps a running sum of the velocities (displacement) of all vertices since the last time a tree was constructed. If this running sum exceeds the previous sum, the new sum is assigned to the previous sum, the running sum is reset to 0, and a new tree is calculated before computing repulsive forces; otherwise, the algorithm decides the old tree is accurate enough and uses it to compute forces on the vertices. In practice, this algorithm constructs a new tree about 10–15 times out of 300 iterations.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic schedule. Initially, currSum = prevSum = 0. \( u_x \) and \( u_y \) are \( u \)'s \( x,y \) velocities

| for each vertex \( u \) do |
| currSum ← currSum + |\( u_x \)| + |\( u_y \)| |
| if tree is null or currSum ≥ prevSum then |
| prevSum ← currSum |
| currSum ← 0 |
| tree ← newTree() |
| computeForces() |

This dynamic algorithm has the benefit of generalizing to any approximation method or type of tree used. For example, an alternative dynamic algorithm might operate on the quadtrees in the Barnes-Hut approximation and check the number of vertices that are no longer in their original quadtree cells. However, such a dynamic algorithm would be restricted to approximation methods that depend on quadtrees, such as the Barnes-Hut approximation, and it would not generalize to...
other tree-based approximation methods. Another downside to this alternative approach is that if only a few vertices moved out of their cells, but they moved a large distance, this may not exceed the threshold to construct a new quadtree. On the other hand, the dynamic method in Algorithm 1 can determine that a new tree should be constructed in this case where only a few vertices have moved but they moved a large distance.

Early experiments with this algorithm tested small coefficients for updating $\text{currSum}$ such as

$$\text{currSum} \leftarrow c \times \text{currSum} + |u_{v_a}| + |u_{v_b}|$$

for $c = 1.01$ or $c = 0.99$. However, even such small coefficients resulted in constructing a new tree way more often than necessary (as in 1.01) or not enough to be useful (as in 0.99). Therefore the algorithm uses a coefficient of 1, which seems to yield good results.

### IV. Exploratory Analysis

In order to develop hypotheses to test, this section presents an exploratory analysis of the update schedules. All data collection and analysis was conducted in NodeJS version 9.4.0 on a 2015-model MacBook Pro with a 3.1 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM.

This exploratory analysis uses 50 graphs with 1000 vertices or fewer randomly selected from the KONECT [24] and SuiteSparse [25] graph collections.

This evaluation uses the D3.js framework [9] to compare the four update schedules (logarithmic, uniform, dynamic, and standard). The evaluation uses D3.js’s default settings, and adds a central gravitational force with a strength of 0.001. The experiment uses D3.js’s default stopping criteria, which is when the “cooling” parameter becomes sufficiently small; by default, this occurs after 300 iterations.

D3’s default force-directed algorithm uses the Barnes-Hut (BH) approximation, which has been modified for this evaluation to support the new update schedules. This evaluation also uses a second algorithm, which is a modified version of D3’s force-directed algorithm but uses a publicly available implementation of the Fast Multiple Method (FMM). This second force-directed algorithm also supports all four update schedules. Although other tree-based approximation methods are available, they are implemented in other programming languages, and therefore cannot be directly compared to the JavaScript implementations. For this reason, this analysis only uses the aforementioned JavaScript versions of the BH and FMM approximations in order to minimize threats to validity.

This evaluation uses 10 versions each of the logarithmic and uniform update schedules parameterized with $k$ from 1 to 10 as described in Section III-A and Section III-B.

D3.js initializes vertices at the beginning of the vertex array at the center and vertices at the end of the vertex array are at the periphery. To minimize any possible effects of the initial positions on the experiment results, this experiment randomly shuffles the vertex array before calculating initial positions and running the spring-electric layout algorithm. This is done 20 times for each graph for each pair of update schedule and approximation method ($4 \times 2 = 8$ schedule-approximation pairs). The experiment then records the median runtime and median readability metrics for each graph and algorithm combination (this experiment uses the median instead of the arithmetic mean to avoid the results being skewed by outliers).

This evaluation uses the edge crossing, edge crossing angle, angular resolution (min), and angular resolution (dev) graph layout readability metrics implemented in greadability.js, which are defined below. Other readability metrics exist, such as stress or standard deviation of edge length, but this evaluation avoids these readability metrics because they have known issues [10], [26], [27]. Namely, non-uniform edge lengths are often necessary to achieve good layouts for real-world graphs [27], [28]; preserving shortest-path distances, as measured by stress, may not be ideal for producing good layouts [27]; stress is not defined on graphs with more than one component, which often occur in real-world data; and two layouts that convey a graph’s structure equally can have different stress values [26]. In addition, stress and standard deviation of edge length do not have normalized versions that support accurate comparisons between different graphs.

**Edge crossings**, denoted $N_c$, measures the number of edges that cross, or intersect, in the layout. The metric scales the number of edge crossings, $c$, by an approximate upper bound so that $N_c \in [0, 1]$.

$$N_c = 1 - c / \left( \frac{|E|(|E| - 1)}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u \in V} \deg(u)(\deg(u) - 1) \right)$$

If the denominator is 0, then $N_c = 1$.

**Edge crossing angle**, denoted $N_{\alpha}$, measures the average deviation of each edge’s crossing angle from the ideal angle $\vartheta$ of 70 degrees.

$$N_{\alpha} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{e \in E} \sum_{e' \in c(e)} |\vartheta - \theta_{e,e'}|}{c\vartheta}$$

where $c(e)$ is the set of edges that intersect $e$, and $\theta_{e,e'}$ is the acute angle of the two intersecting edges. If $c\vartheta = 0$, then $N_c = 1$.

**Angular resolution (min)** is the average deviation of incident edge angles from the ideal minimum angle for each vertex $u$.

$$N_{\alpha m} = 1 - \frac{1}{|V|} \sum_{u \in V} \left| \vartheta_u - \theta_{u,m} \right| / \vartheta_u$$

Here, $\vartheta_u = 360/d(u)$, the degrees between each incident edge if the angles were uniform, and $\theta_{u,m}$ is the smallest measured angle between edges incident on $u$.

**Angular resolution (dev)** is the average deviation of angles between incident edges on each vertex $u$. This paper presents a new formulation of the angular resolution (dev) metric described by Dunne et al [29]. Dunne et al’s metric can
produce negative numbers, but the version presented here produces a value in \([0,1]\).

\[
\mathcal{N}_{rd} = 1 - \frac{1}{|V|} \sum_{u \in V, d(u) > 1} \left( \frac{1}{2d(u)} - 2 \sum_{i} \frac{|\theta_u - \theta_{i,(i+1)}|}{\partial_u} \right)
\]

Here, \(\theta_{i,(i+1)}\) is the acute angle between adjacent edges \(i\) and \(i + 1\) that are incident on vertex \(u\), the degree of \(u\). To see that \(\mathcal{N}_{rd} \in [0,1]\), consider that the maximum deviation on a vertex \(u\) will occur when \(\theta_{i,(i+1)} \approx 0\) for all incident edges except one where \(\theta_{i,(i+1)} \approx 360\). For the central vertex in a star graph with \(|V|\) vertices, the sum of the deviations of its incident edges would be

\[
\sum_{i} \frac{|\theta_u - \theta_{i,(i+1)}|}{\partial_u} = \sum_{i} \frac{|360/d(u) - \theta_{i,(i+1)}|}{360/d(u)}
\]

Since \(\theta_{i,(i+1)} \approx 0\) for all but one pair of incident edges, we then have

\[
\sum_{i} \frac{|360/d(u) - \theta_{i,(i+1)}|}{360/d(u)} \approx (d(u) - 1) + \frac{|360/d(u) - 360|}{360/d(u)} = (d(u) - 1) + (d(u) - 1) = 2d(u) - 2
\]

This is the upper bound for the deviation of a vertex \(u\), so we must divide the deviation of each vertex by this quantity. In contrast, the smallest value would occur in a graph where every pair of incident edges had the ideal angle, which would make the deviation 0. Therefore, \(\mathcal{N}_{rd}\) is in the range \([0,1]\).

See Dunne et al [29] for a more detailed discussion of these and other readability metrics.

A. Hypothesis Generation

Figure 1 shows the median runtime and readability metrics across all 50 graphs in the exploratory dataset. The runtime and readability metrics were calculated for the Barnes-Hut (BH) and Fast Multipole Method (FMM) approximation algorithms using each update schedule (standard, dynamic, logarithmic for \(k\) from 1 to 10, and uniform for \(k\) from 1 to 10). This gives us some insight into how each approximation algorithm performs for the different update schedules, allowing us to develop hypotheses to formally test.

In the exploratory data, the standard BH and FMM methods are slower than all of the dynamic, log, and uniform update schedules. The dynamic algorithm had about the same number of updates as \(k = 2\) (median is 11 and 14 for BH and FMM respectively), and they also have about the same runtime. This leads to Hypothesis 1: Using a dynamic or fixed update schedule (e.g. logarithmic or uniform) is faster than the standard update schedule for both the BH and FMM algorithms.

In order to test Hypothesis 1 experimentally, we must choose a value of \(k\) to use for the logarithmic and uniform update schedules. Ideally, \(k\) will be small in order to minimize the runtime, but \(k\) should also be large enough to produce good quality layouts. For these reasons, let us choose \(k = 4\) (i.e. constructing a new tree 22 times out of 300 iterations).

Although the runtime is not as short as \(k = 1\), the layout quality appears substantially better for the majority of update schedules and approximation algorithms. Higher values of \(k\) do not appear to provide much improvement in layout quality, and in fact large values of \(k\) sometimes produce lower quality layouts (e.g. for number of crossings when \(k = 9\) or \(10\)).

For both the BH and FMM algorithms, the dynamic schedule appears to have faster runtime than the logarithmic and uniform schedules for \(k > 2\). Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is that the dynamic schedule will decrease the BH and FMM runtime more than the logarithmic or uniform schedules if \(k = 4\).

For BH, the dynamic schedule appears to generally have worse readability metric performance than the standard schedule. Hypothesis 3 is that the dynamic schedule will perform worse on all readability metrics than the standard schedule, except for edge crossings where the dynamic schedule will perform about the same.

On the other hand, for BH with the logarithmic and uniform schedules where \(k = 4\), these schedules tend to have better readability metrics. Hypothesis 4 is that, for BH, the logarithmic and uniform schedules will have better readability metrics compared to the standard schedule, except for crossing angle where logarithmic and uniform will perform worse.

For FMM, we see similar, but somewhat different, relationships in the readability metrics. By looking at the data, we believe that all other schedules perform better than the standard schedule on the edge crossings and angular resolution (min) metrics (Hypothesis 5), all schedules perform worse than the standard schedule on the crossing angle metric (Hypothesis 6), and that the dynamic schedule will perform worse than the logarithmic and uniform schedules will perform better than the standard schedule on the angular resolution (dev) metric (Hypothesis 7).

V. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

This analysis tests the hypotheses developed in the exploratory analysis (Section IV) on a new set of 50 graphs. These graphs are different from the graphs used in Section IV, but they were collected using the same process.

Following existing best practices [30], [31], this evaluation’s experimental design is as follows. It uses a within-subjects design on the three schedules (dynamic, logarithmic with \(k = 4\), and uniform with \(k = 4\)), two approximation algorithms (BH and FMM), and four layout readability metrics discussed in Section IV. The first quartile, median, and third quartile for the dynamic schedule’s number of updates on the Barnes-Hut algorithm was 11, 12, and 13, and for the Fast Multipole Method algorithm it was 12, 14, and 15. Because this is comparing three alternative schedules to the standard schedule across five response variables (runtime and the four readability metrics), the evaluation uses a Bonferroni corrected significance level \(\alpha = 0.05/15 = 0.003\). The corresponding confidence interval is \([0.0015, 0.0985]\).

Because the readability metrics are bounded in \([0,1]\), and many are not normally distributed, this evaluation uses bootstrapped confidence intervals with 10,000 samples. Effect sizes
are sample mean difference \( (s_{alt} - s_{standard}) \) where \( s_{alt} \) is the value for one of the alternate schedules, i.e. logarithmic, uniform, or dynamic). Therefore negative effects indicate the standard schedule has a higher value, whereas positive effects indicate the alternate schedule under test has a higher value. Figure 2 shows the estimation plots for the runtime and readability metrics for the two approximation algorithms.

None of the confidence intervals in the runtime plots cross 0. This indicates that all of the tested update schedules perform faster than the standard update schedule for both the Barnes-Hut (BH) and Fast Multipole Method (FMM) approximation algorithms, which supports Hypothesis 1.

Although this experiment does not explicitly test Hypothesis 2 using a null hypothesis significance test, the dynamic schedule has a much larger effect size on runtime than the logarithmic or uniform schedules for BH. The raw effect size is -0.101 seconds, compared to -0.065 seconds for uniform, and -0.049 seconds for logarithmic. This supports, but does not prove, Hypothesis 2.

We have good evidence to support parts of Hypothesis 3. Compared to the standard schedule on BH, the dynamic schedule is better on edge crossings than the standard schedule (the effect is positive and the confidence interval does not cross 0), but the dynamic schedule is worse on crossing angle. For both angular resolution metrics the confidence interval crosses zero, and therefore there is no evidence to say that the dynamic schedule performs better or worse than the standard schedule.

Similarly, we have good evidence to support parts of Hypothesis 4. For BH, both the logarithmic and uniform schedules perform better than the standard schedule on edge crossings and the angular resolution metrics. On the crossing angle metric, the logarithmic schedule performs worse than the standard schedule, but the confidence interval for the uniform schedule crosses 0, so we are unable to say whether its performance is better or worse than the standard schedule.

We partly accept Hypothesis 6. Although none of the FMM confidence intervals for edge crossings cross 0, they all cross 0 for the angular resolution (min) metric. Therefore we conclude that all of the schedules perform better on edge crossings than the standard schedule, but we cannot say whether there
is any difference from the standard schedule for the angular resolution (min) metric.

Although Hypothesis 6 is that all of the schedules perform worse than the standard schedule on crossing angle, the evidence only shows that the dynamic schedule performs worse. We do not have enough evidence to say that the logarithmic or uniform schedules perform worse.

Finally, we do not find evidence to support Hypothesis 7; all of the confidence intervals for the angular resolution (dev) cross 0, so the logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic schedules do not appear to have significantly different performance from the standard schedule.

VI. EFFECT OF GRAPH SIZE ON RUNTIME

The analysis in Section V showed that the logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic schedules have a decrease in runtime over the standard schedule. This section explores this further to better understand the runtime decrease seen in practice and to better understand the influence of graph size.

Figure 3 shows the runtime of each schedule with each approximation algorithm on each of the 50 graphs used in the experimental analysis in Section V.

For Barnes-Hut (BH), the dynamic algorithm has the largest decrease in runtime compared to the standard schedule (the smallest percent decrease is 10%, the largest is 52%, and the median is 18%). (Percent decrease is the difference between the schedule’s runtime and the standard schedule’s runtime, divided by the standard schedule’s runtime.) The uniform schedule did better than the logarithmic schedule in the worst and typical cases (the smallest and median percent decrease was 8% and 14% for the uniform schedule and 5% and 9% for the logarithmic schedule), but in the best case the logarithmic schedule slightly outperformed the uniform schedule (29% compared to 27%).

For the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), the percent decrease in runtime is substantially larger, but very similar for each update schedule (bottom of Figure 3). The logarithmic schedule ranged from 88% to 90% (median 89%), the uniform schedule ranged from 87% to 90% (median 89%), and the dynamic schedule ranged from 89% to 94% (median 92%).

In order to examine the performance of each schedule as $|V|$ increases, Figure 4 shows the percent decrease of each schedule compared to the standard schedule on five sparse graphs of varying size. The five sparse graphs have 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 vertices, and the graphs were generated with $|E| = 2|V|$ random edges (without replacement). Keeping the proportion of edges fixed allows us to more easily understand the change in runtime performance for repulsive force calculation as graphs get larger.

For BH, the uniform and dynamic schedules have the largest percent decrease for small graphs, but the overall runtime is small so this translates into a savings of about 26 and 37 milliseconds for graphs with 10 and 100 vertices respectively when using the uniform update schedule. For larger graphs, the uniform schedule appears to offer the largest percent decrease; for the largest graph, the percent decrease is about 18%, which saves about 86 seconds (reduced from about 490 seconds to
about 404 seconds). For comparison, on the largest graph the
dynamic schedule had a percent decrease of about 16%, or
about 79 seconds.

For FMM, the percent decrease is large and consistent
regardless of graph size and update schedule, ranging from
about 88% to about 93%. In contrast to BH, the dynamic
schedule has a larger percent decrease, whereas the uniform
and logarithmic schedules are about the same.

For BH, the dynamic schedule updated 11 times on the
smallest graph and either 8 or 9 times on all other graphs,
while for FMM the dynamic schedule updated 18 times on the
smallest graph and 12 times on all other graphs. This indicates
that the size of the graph does not seem to affect the number
of updates.

VII. CONVERGENCE

Although using stress as a graph layout quality metric can
have problems (see the discussion in Section IV), it is widely
used and regarded as an important metric. We are also inter-
ested in understanding whether the logarithmic, uniform, and
dynamic schedules affect the convergence rate of the layout
algorithm. Therefore, this section presents an analysis of stress
for each update schedule over 300 iterations on three graphs.
These graphs were chosen from the 50 experimental graphs.
The stress and layout time are averaged after each iteration
across 10 runs of each update schedule. The results are shown
in Figure 5. (Due to space constraints, only the Barnes-Hut
convergence rates are shown.) Sometimes all of the schedules
converge to similar values (the jazz graph), sometimes the
alternative schedules converge faster and to lower values than
the standard schedule (the dwg961b graph), and sometimes the
standard schedule converges to lower values (the robot graph).
In most cases, the alternative schedules converge less smoothly
than the standard schedule, which is probably because the tree
oscillates between being up to date and out of date. However,
the logarithmic and uniform schedules have converged by the
time the standard schedule has.

The bottom of Figure 5 shows the average number of
updates of the dynamic schedule at each iteration. We see that
most updates occur during the early iterations. This appears
to mirror the convergence charts, and this indicates that the
dynamic schedule constructs new trees less often as the layout
converges. By the time the layout has converged, the dynamic
algorithm typically has stopped constructing new trees.

VIII. GRAPH LAYOUT EXAMPLES

Figure 6 shows the layouts for three graphs generated by the
Barnes-Hut (BH) and Fast Multipole Method (FMM) algo-
rithms using the standard, dynamic, logarithmic, and uniform
update schedules. These are the same graphs used to test
convergence in Section VII. For the most part, the layouts
produced by the standard schedule are extremely similar to the
layouts produced by the other schedules. Notably, the dynamic
FMM layout for the jazz and robot graphs appears to put some
vertices too close together while putting other vertices too far
apart. The layouts for dwg961b all appear very similar and
seem to show the same structure and shape. The dynamic BH
and some of the FMM layouts also appear to hide the curvature
of the robot layout (due to the central gravitational force in
the layout algorithm). These results corroborate the findings in
Section V that the logarithmic and uniform schedules produce
layouts with similar quality as the standard schedule. It also
indicates that the final stress values shown in Figure 5 may
not indicate worse layout quality.

IX. DISCUSSION

The analysis in this paper shows that the time required to
calculate new trees is a nontrivial part of the overall runtime
of spring-electric algorithms that use the Barnes-Hut (BH)
approximation and the Fast Multipole Method (FMM). By
reducing the number of times the algorithm computes a new
tree, we can reduce the time required to compute layouts.
Note that these experiments report the reduction in the total
running time of graph layout algorithms rather than only the
reduction in repulsive force calculation running time. The
graph layout algorithms also include calculations for spring
forces and a central gravitational force, so the reduction in
repulsive (electric) force calculation running time is likely
much larger than the results reported here.

Overall, the dynamic schedule appears to be the fastest,
although in some cases the runtime improvement may not be
much more than the logarithmic and uniform schedules. The
dynamic schedule’s improvement in runtime appears to come
at the cost of lower quality graph layouts. The runtime of the
logarithmic and uniform schedules appear similar, although
perhaps uniform is slightly faster. Furthermore, the uniform
schedule does not appear to have the diminished graph layout
quality that we sometimes see in the logarithmic schedule,
and in many cases it performs better on readability metrics
than the standard schedule. Therefore, practitioners and system
implementers would be best choosing either the uniform
schedule with \( k = 4 \) (i.e. construct a new tree approximately
once every 13 or 14 iterations) or the dynamic schedule,
depending on their preference for trading off speed and quality.
These schedules provide modest runtime improvements for
BH, but quite substantial runtime improvements for FMM.
The fact that the uniform schedule is less precise than the standard schedule but produces better quality layouts seems counter intuitive. However, this is consistent with the preliminary results presented by Lipp et al. [5].

The reason why the logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic schedules improve the FMM runtime so much is likely because building the tree for the FMM is $O(V \log V)$, but computing forces is only $O(V)$. Therefore, constructing a new tree is the largest computational cost, and reducing the number of trees constructed has a major impact on the runtime.

It is not clear why the FMM implementation used in this evaluation is so much slower than the BH implementation. The implementations were created by different people, so it is likely that the performance difference is due to differing levels of effort to optimize the implementations. Nonetheless, we still get a clear idea of how much runtime can be reduced by using the alternative update schedules.

It is worth noting that the observed layout quality effect sizes in the experimental analysis may be considered small in practice. For example, an effect size of -0.011 on crossing angle corresponds to a difference of 0.77 degrees in mean deviation from the ideal crossing angle. And an effect size of 0.004 on edge crossings means that if a graph has 1000 edges that can cross, then there will be 4 fewer edge crossings. It is unclear if humans would notice such small differences in practice, or if such small differences would have a detectable effect on speed or errors in analysis tasks.

X. Conclusion

This paper presented two new update schedules (uniform and dynamic) for determining when to construct a new tree in tree-based approximation algorithms such as Barnes-Hut, the Fast Multipole Method, or the Well-Separated Pair Decomposition. The evaluations show that constructing a new tree at a uniform frequency of once every 13–14 iterations achieves significantly faster performance compared to the standard update schedule. In addition, the uniform schedule achieves better edge crossing and angular resolution graph readability metrics, and it does not appear to come at the cost of a degradation in edge crossing angle that occurs with the dynamic and logarithmic update schedules. The uniform update schedule also appears to improve the angular resolution metrics for the Barnes-Hut approximation, but not with the Fast Multipole Method. These new update schedules are simple modifications to the existing approximation algorithms, and therefore they present an easy but effective way to improve the runtime.

Because spring-electric algorithms have many uses, such as in multi-level graph layout algorithms [14] and flow diagrams [32], the logarithmic, uniform, and dynamic schedules can be used to improve runtime in many applications. This includes domains such as $n$-body simulations or the t-SNE algorithm [33]. Future work should evaluate these other uses.
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Abstract
The aim of the project ViReSt is to explore the extent to which virtual reality, volumetric video and binaural audio can be utilized to create an immersive experience for museum visitors. Museum curators should be able to develop, test and create the story themselves without programming skills. Therefore, a workflow was developed and tested by creating a small prototype. This prototype was then tested with a group of 10 participants to assess immersion, reception of volumetric video and binaural audio.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the near future Virtual Reality (VR) will be mature enough to be widely used in museums. The project ViReSt (Virtual Reality StoryTelling) addresses the question of how to create compelling content for such projects. With our prototype, we explored what tools are or would be needed to give museum designers without programming knowledge the ability to create interactive stories that are immersive, emotionally engage visitors and provide a level of interactivity.

The “wow-effect”, which is usually sufficient to attract the visitors’ attention to an exhibit that is presented with VR, will no longer suffice as soon as the visitors will already have experience with VR-devices. In the same way as in the advent of film and again in the early stages of the computer game industry, traditional methods and approaches for creating immersive experiences have to be rethought, reworked, redefined or even created from scratch [1].

II. STATE OF ART
A. Storytelling in Museums
To offer immersive experiences in museums, several technologies are currently to be considered. Audio guides with radio plays and spoken stories are already widely used [2][3] although interactivity is mostly limited to starting and stopping the recording. There are also approaches where the contents are location-dependent [5] or the visitors can select a role from whose perspective the story is told [6]. Films are often used, sometimes presented with methods that increase immersion like the Pepper’s Ghost Effect1, projection mapping, projections on spheres and dome projection.

Museums try to personalize the visitor’s experience, make it interactive and adapt it to interests and needs. The personalization of the experience during a museum visit is possible but brings along various technical and content-related problems: in many museums, it is not feasible for the exhibit to be viewed by only one person at a time [3]. This raises the problem that everyone sees and hears the same thing. Even if the acoustic information can be perceived independently with the help of headphones or sound domes [7], the obstacle still arises that the playing system must be aware of the identity of the visitor, including their previously chosen role [6], the information already received and the path through the exhibition so far. This data has then to be used to calculate and coordinate the trajectory and distinct information that is presented [8]. However, if the information should also be optically adapted to the role and trajectory of every particular visitor, this can only be done by spatial separation like using separate rooms, booths or head mounted displays.

B. Characters in VR
If a museum uses storytelling to touch visitors emotionally, they have to provide them with believable and convincing protagonists to interact with.

Several researchers found that high behavioral realism and realistic visualization of the characters in a movie increase the believability [9]–[12]. But on the other hand, artists [13] and other researcher stress the problem of the “Uncanny Valley-Effect” [14]. This effect describes the phenomenon that the audience find small discrepancies in the behavior or the realistic visualization of extremely realistic characters very disturbing (often described as “eerie”) [14][15][16] whereas a cartoonish stylization is very forgiving and can concentrate on the personality of a character [17][18].

Concerning the creation and digital representation of the virtual actors there are several technical possibilities.

1) Mesh and Bones
The surface of a digital character is stored digitally and, with the help of shaders (instructions how to calculate the color of each pixel) and light simulations, an image is rendered. Game engines are capable of creating very realistic scenes in real-time.

To create such so called “meshes” artists can use Computer Graphics (CG) programs to construct and sculpt the surface. Alternatively, real-life persons can be measured and digitized. These values can be used to reconstruct the person as a mesh. One wide-spread approach to achieve this is by scanning with a laser, infrared (IR) or structured light. Another approach is the

---

1 The Pepper’s Ghost effect is an optical illusion that utilizes large pieces of glass to partly reflect a scene which cannot be directly observed by the audience. The viewers see the reflections as “ghosts”.
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calculation of the mesh with the help of Photographs and Structure from Motion (SfM) or other photogrammetry techniques.

To animate these meshes usually digital bones are constructed to provide an underlying structure which is utilized to deform the skin. The movement of these bones either can be animated by an animator (this is known as “keyframe animation”) or is acquired from human motion with the help of motion capture techniques.

2) Images and Movies (Billboards)

A second approach is to use 360° movies, often called spherical or 360/180 movies. In this approach, real-life scenes are filmed with a special camera to record a panoramic view. Therefore, creating an interactive application with this technique requires recording all possible versions. If the user makes a decision, the movie has to switch to the corresponding variation.

It is possible to combine spherical movies with 3D-representation. Here the spherical movie is projected onto the background and the characters are placed in 3-D around the virtual camera. Characters can be represented as 3-D-meshes as described above or as 2-dimensional objects showing a movie (this is called a “billboard”). In this case, the shown characters can be life-action footage or stylized representations.

Such films can then be viewed with Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) but, apart from the head rotation, they do not allow much interaction and are accordingly rarely immersive experiences.

3) Volumetric Video

In order to facilitate Free Viewpoint Video (FVV), techniques are developed to store video in a way that the viewer can choose his viewpoint arbitrarily. Volumetric Video allows the recording of people and their movement utilizing the depth information of depth-cameras (“RGBD-camera”) [19][20], photogrammetry or lasers. To store the results, the surface is either represented as a point cloud [21][22] for each frame of an animation, a dynamic mesh including all movement of the vertices [23] or the depth information can be stored separately as an image. In this way it is possible to store animations without using bones and skin deformations [23][24].

C. Story Planning for VR

1) Planning

In the film industry, the description of a film in form of a movie script is highly standardized. To prevent ambiguities and enable effective cooperation scripts are expected to have a special form and structure. Another tool for planning a film, Storyboards, are visualizations of each shot of the movie. Storyboards and the predecessor of the modern movie script (Continuity Scripts) have been used since 1928 [25][26]. With the help of storyboards, one can virtually watch the movie by looking on the images in the right order.

Neither of these methods is applicable for 360° video, VR or interactive storytelling. Since the viewer can choose their perspective and their position in the scene as well as influence the story new techniques to plan the experience are needed [27][28].

Because of the many different ways a non-linear story can unfold, a system to previsualize an interactive story has to be capable of using variables, conditions and user input. Also it is necessary to deal with the distance to the viewer, their possible positions and what the viewer sees [28].

Interactive story editors like Twine [29] are designed to create text-based stories. Tools like articy:draft [30] (Figure 1) are already used to create and organize interactive and non-linear game content. Programs that allow drawing, modeling and animation directly in VR [29][30][31], as well as manipulation of the flow of an interactive application [32] help to position and control visual cues. This prevents situations where the viewers oversee important clues for the understanding of the story.

Figure 1: Articy:draft

Although there are tools to support the development of interactive content, real interactive utilities are still missing in order to clearly present and manipulate the complex processes as well as provide visual aids and automatically check for weak points and dead ends.

2) Directing

In traditional movies the director guides the attention of the audience by choosing an appropriate frame and therefore restricts the perceptual boundary. The director can decide upon the position of the camera (Point of View), the focus, movement of camera and actors and so forth. In 360°-movies and VR-applications the viewer himself to a high extent is choosing the point of view. Although there is important research being done concerning the use of focus and depth of field in VR, these possibilities are not yet widely available [33].

In order to increase immersion and to understand the story it is extremely important to make viewers look and move in the right direction at specific times. Therefor the director has to use visual [34] and acoustic [27] cues to help the audience to understand what is happening and to guide them through the story.

If the viewers are able to move freely in the scene, their possibilities should be restricted by obstacles (like walls or fences) in the virtual world. In this case, the visitors have to be provided with methods to cover larger distances. Flying and being moved in the virtual world often leads to nausea because

---

2 A point cloud is a set of points in space
3 A vertex is a point in space used to define a mesh
4 http://twinery.org/2
5 https://www.nevigo.com/en/articydraft/
of the discrepancies between real movement and the movement shown in the VR-Application. This effect seems to be independent of the amount of immersion. One promising approach to tackle this problem is teleporting. By pointing at the point where one wants to be the viewer instantly changes position. Sometimes stories need different ways of navigating like a wheelchair.

One important help to orient in a virtual world is binaural audio. By manipulating the frequencies of an audio event, the frequency change occurring in the outer ear (Head Related Transfer Function HRTF) can be simulated. Therefore the sound seems to be coming not only from the side but also from above, below or behind. The sound sources are placed at the appropriate positions in the virtual space. The sound is manipulated depending on the position of the viewer, the direction of the head and the size and surface of the room and obstacles, and sent to the headphones. Thus the user can recognize if a sound event is occurring e.g. behind or above him.

With the help of these technologies it is possible to create the basic conditions for the so-called immersion or presence.

III. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

Based on this research we developed a workflow to create interactive stories incorporating volumetric video, spatial sound, interaction triggered by various sensors and events and speech input.

A. Planning

For the first phase –planning- we experimented with different tools like Twine, several script editing Tools like celtX, scrivener and Trelby. Additionally storyboarding tools like storyboarder and arcticity:draft were evaluated. The highly branched structure, which is also dependent on conditions and variables has led us to exclude all script-editors and linear storyboarding tools. In future projects we will use Twine, a simple Editor for interactive text stories which is capable of visualizing the structure and the flow of the story (Figure 2). With this software, even variables and conditions can be defined and interactively tested.

B. Recording Volumetric Video

The method we have chosen to employ for our proof of concept is volumetric video. To allow a simple volumetric representation, we restricted the representation to a 2.5-D representation that spatially visualizes about half of the human body. Our recording software encodes both the depth and color information of a RGBD-Camera as two RGB-images into a movie file. One image containing the color information and one image the depth information are stored side-by-side (Figure 3).

We used the Microsoft Kinect 2, which has 512x424-pixel resolution for the depth information, which was sufficient for our tests. To improve the results, we processed the images with the post-production software Blackmagic Fusion. We extracted the background, improved color and contrast, softened the edges and enhanced the depth information.

C. Editor

To add interactivity, we had to develop an editing application that was capable of defining objects, events, sensors and triggers (Figure 4).

---

6 https://www.celtx.com/index.html
7 https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener/overview
8 https://www.trelby.org/
9 https://wonderunit.com/storyboarder/
10 https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/at/products/fusion/
Objects can play animations and sound files if they are triggered and all conditions are met. Therefore, features for defining variables, timers and possibilities for user-input had to be provided [49]. With this editor, even persons who are not used to writing code are able to design complex interactive scenes and branched plots. The resulting definitions of scenes can be tested in a generic 3D-environment to detect any gaps, loops or dead ends of the story and to test different paths through the story.

For future applications we will integrate visual editing. For this purpose, screenshots will be created and displayed in the 3D environment. The connections between events will be displayed as lines and the corresponding conditions and variables will be visualized.

We also intend to introduce interactive story design in a VR-environment.

D. Player

Within the game-engine Unity3D[1], a mesh is automatically prepared utilizing the previously described video containing the depth information (Figure 5). This is achieved by the help of our vertex-shaders, which refine (“tessellate”) the mesh and displace the vertices according to the brightness of the depth-image stored in the movie. Thus a 3-dimensional object is created and shown in the scene.

These volumetric videos are placed in the appropriate positions according to a file created by the editor. The runtime-module (player) displays, starts and ends the presentation of these videos depending on the variables in the scene description. It also reacts to user inputs to trigger processes and animations. The triggers that are implemented in the application are capable of responding to gaze (is the viewer actually seeing an object), time events (has something already happened), and the end of other animations. One additional experimental trigger was the human voice. The Windows Speech API which is available in Unity3D provides the required phrase recognition capability[12]. We implemented the possibility that under certain conditions the user can talk to the character in the scene. The engine searches for predefined phrases in the spoken text and reacts accordingly, e.g. by starting an animation.

To implement binaural audio in our application we used the Resonance Audio SDK by Google[13]. Resonance Audio allows to apply head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) to the soundfield to enable spatial hearing.

As the space that can be detected by the trackers of the Oculus Rift HMD is limited, the space of the story had to be limited accordingly. This was achieved by creating a scene in a prison cell. The walls of the cell represent the borders of the space, which could be tracked. It would have been possible to put real walls where the users saw walls just as it would have been possible to put real chairs and a bed into the scene. The downside of this approach is that it would require additional effort for calibrating the trackers.

---

[1] https://unity3d.com/
Figure 6: different versions of visualization

V. RESULTS

Ninety percent of the participants were able to identify their role as a prisoner without problems, one participant thought to be an uninvolved observer in the scene. All participants agreed that they were emotionally more involved as they would be in a traditional film. They were able to empathize with the prisoner and understand his feelings. The use of volumetric video was received very positively.

All participants recognized the binaural sound and were positively surprised. They reacted to the acoustic clues and turned exactly into the right direction, often moving toward the perceived source to explore it.

The results of the second part of the test showed that 80% of the participants favored a clear flat representation over more three-dimensional representation. 60% preferred a version where the virtual person automatically faces the viewer (“billboard”). In the last test, the participants were confronted with differently sized characters. All participants reported feeling as intimidated or frightened by the oversized characters. It has to be mentioned that the height of the camera in the scene is dependent on the body height of the user because the sensors of the HMD gauge its exact position and transfer it to the virtual Camera.

One problem, which was not unexpected, was the participants’ hesitation to speak loudly and to be seen publicly when wearing a HMD. These problems have to be taken into account when creating such applications for museums. One solution could be to provide small rooms or booths where the visitors can explore the application in private.

We were able to show one possible workflow for creating interactive VR-applications without programming knowledge. In spite of many technical problems that have to be solved to achieve compelling results we were able to realize a small project using volumetric video and an easy to use editor. The first user tests suggest that the approach seems to be very promising concerning the emotional involvement and therefore supporting storytelling in museums.
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Abstract- This article deals with the current visual and structural forms of presentation of Austrian media for investigative content. On a theoretical basis the thematic characteristics and working methods of investigative journalism are explained, as well as the basis of online journalism. The most important and most common visual and structural forms of presentation of current online formats are considered for content analysis. The study examines how investigative findings are processed for online presentation using the example of historically or self-defined investigative media. The results of a study among Austrian journalists are presented which identify how those journalists actually use different journalistic text styles, media elements and visual representations to tell their investigative stories. Text is the dominant form of presentation (86 %) used in investigative reports, but pictures (64 %) and information graphics (50 %) are frequently used as well. Video and audio are seldom used to present investigative content. Similar to the actual usage of the analyzed forms of presentation in published reports all journalists consider text to be most important (100 %), followed by information graphics (78 %) and pictures (76 %).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet has fundamentally changed the communication processes of the media world and makes it possible to use far more diverse forms of presentation and types of use for the benefit of readers than classic print products, for example. As a result, the media should also address this change and create web presences that offer added value in terms of both content and appearance. Since investigative journalism is a particularly research- and fact-intensive form of journalism, content is complex, difficult to understand and as a result often visually more complex to prepare [1]. Due to its social relevance, adequate communication of the content of investigative journalism would be particularly important, as this is the only way to guarantee readers’ understanding of highly relevant topics. Online presences with multiple multimedia and interactive elements make it easier to implement this complex content in an understandable and comprehensible manner.

At the same time, the triumphant advance of the Internet has changed the revenue models of many media. Advertising revenues have often fallen drastically as a result, but readers can rarely be persuaded to pay for journalism. One of the more frequently proposed solution concepts is therefore the focus on quality journalism, in which investigative journalism in particular can offer added value [2]. Nevertheless, online journalism is still only used by many media as a second division for the reuse of content, as the special formats of presentation require more resources: more lead time and often also more investments in implementation tools and personnel [3].

This paper investigates how Austrian media that publish investigative content use visual and structural forms of presentation (i.e., multimedia content) to present the complex results of their investigative research in a comprehensible way to their readers. Additionally, the utilization of media types, text styles, and visual representations by Austrian journalists, when they tell their investigative stories, is analyzed.

II. INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

Investigative journalism is understood as a subgenre of journalism which is particularly concerned with the uncovering of grievances and consequently with a social balance between officials and decision-makers as well as administrative bodies, private companies and the mass of citizens [4]. Historically, early investigative contributions therefore dealt with social differences between wealthy classes and grievances among, for example, the working class and other socially disadvantaged groups. Often journalists actively represented political positions personally and through their investigative work in order to stand up for social justice [5] [6].

In the course of time, several subject areas emerged from this motif which became classic content for investigative journalism: abuse of authority, institutional mismanagement, self-enrichment and corruption, nepotism or selfish acts at the expense of the general public [7]. However, since such grievances do not only affect the actions of individuals – irrespective of whether they are politicians, office holders or private (economic) power holders – but also gain social reach and relevance through the position of the actors, they are not just individual incidents. Instead, investigative stories can deal with structural grievances and systemic injustices that arise from the misconduct of individuals or institutions. However, this may also mean effects of private or political practices on society, on the environment, or on security [8]. The subject areas of
investigative journalism have broadened with society over the course of time, but they have in common the social relevance and uncovering of grievances and misconduct.

Due to their social relevance, however, affected politicians or power holders have little interest in the publication of investigative contributions since this shows behavior that is not socially desirable or is even punishable. The task of investigative journalists is to obtain and publish this information against resistance [7]. Due to these sometimes adverse circumstances, researches in the past were often carried out under specification of false facts, identities or concealment of the journalistic intention. Today this approach is legally questionable and has therefore become rarer [6].

At the same time, it is also possible to search for interlocutors and informants who provide anecdotes, facts or documents. However, the role of informants is particularly critical when the amount of information provided by informants exceeds the information produced by the journalists themselves during the creation of a contribution. Journalists can also be manipulated in this way. After all, the level of information is relevant for the overall picture of a story. For example, information provided must be regularly checked for the intention of the informant in order to prevent journalists with publications from merely being in the interest of an informant and not in the public interest [5] [7].

Investigative journalism has a tradition in Austria back to the 19th century. However, due to the social upheavals during the World Wars, this type of journalism disappeared for a time; only from the 1970s did a culture for it emerge again [9]. On the one hand, this was due to social change, but in the course of the next decades magazine foundations also contributed to the fact that individual media – mostly weekly newspapers such as Falter, News and Profil – gained a reputation as investigative media [10]. Digitisation also had an impact on the sector, and the online platforms Addendum and Dossier were founded with a focus on enigmatic/ investigative journalism.

III. ONLINE JOURNALISM AND FORMS OF PRESENTATION

Online journalism is characterized by preparation and presentation [11]. Especially in its initial phase, the Internet was perceived as an additional presentation platform for journalistic content. In terms of content the contributions of all previous media types can be adopted, whereby we can exploit the fact that online platforms have de facto no temporal restrictions and take over an archive function for print, TV and radio. For a long time, this archive function was seen as the main use of the Internet in journalism. However, the possibility of permanently updating the content is also a key aspect. Ideally, care should be taken during implementation to ensure that content is up-to-date, but updates can also provide great added value in some cases [12].

Real online journalism is characterized by interactivity and multimedia. Originally interactivity referred to the possibility of interconnecting different websites, but the possibilities of multimedia implementations developed rapidly, since various modes of media are embedded and presented [13].

Due to the different possibilities of the forms of presentation in online media, online journalism has to be thought of in a more diverse way. The publication of content is no longer limited to the predetermined medium, but can be adapted to different contents [14]. Although the implementation of multimedia content requires more preparation and thus represents a certain barrier to frequent use, the change must start with the journalistic concept. Journalists have to consider different forms of presentation during the research and produce the respective material [15].

The first online presentations primarily used text. In the case of longer contributions, this often has a negative effect on the capacity of readers to understand [16]. In order to reduce this deficit, text alone can create visual stylistic breaks using structure or highlighted elements and set priorities or separate content in extra columns or highlighted text elements in info boxes – just like in a printed presentation. The emphasized elements can focus on information, but also offer space for summaries or further information. Texts can also be loosened up by images, which, depending on the format, set different priorities and can push the attention of readers in certain directions, both visually and in terms of content. The advantage of images is not only their visual variety, but they can also illustrate content and put readers into a scene through atmospheric elements [16]. According to previous studies many users react strongly to visual stimuli. Thus, media consumption can be increased by images. Readers remember them better than text and they can remind content more strongly through optical support [17].

Graphics and illustrations also help to understand data, processes, or interrelationships. Depending on the content, various display formats are available to present statistical correlations, geographical, temporal, or content-related relationships. Readers are thus not only dependent on text to understand complicated content, but the visual implementation of sequences or processes makes it easier to understand them. Various visualizations are available for different data formats, depending on content and context [18]. However, it is relevant that graphics require clear and comprehensible labels, so that users can actually grasp this content and do not fail to understand the visual representation [16].

To bring content to life, videos and audios can be used to convey scenic content with atmospheric background information to readers. These should activate users, whereby the use is extended to different communication modes and readers themselves are actively involved in the use [16].

Nevertheless, readers benefit most when content is implemented in such a way that they can experience it for themselves, leaving the speed of perception and selection to the readers themselves – i.e., when it is implemented interactively. In this way, interactive information graphics or data formats can provide additional dimensions. This increases the entertainment factor during reception, which allows users to actively receive and remember more content. Timelines or information graphics can combine different media formats, use vertical or horizontal navigation individually and make processes comprehensible in detail with the help of additional information. This allows users to grasp parallel strands of action or effects between certain events. By using interactivity, these events can be experienced at second hand, so that they remain in mind.
Data processing can also represent different dependencies through interactivity, which makes abstract data connections an individual experience. The same applies to networks or maps that can be moved out of their two-dimensional representations through interactivity and, for example, receive an additional temporal component, so that users can not only perceive geographical connections or personal interrelationships in networks, but can also experience independently how these developed in the course of time.

IV. THEMES IN INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

Based on these findings, the websites of Austrian media – e.g., online media, magazines, weekly newspapers – were not examined on a daily basis since online investigative content does not occur to a high extent. In accordance with this starting point, four Austrian media dedicated to investigative journalism – "Addendum", "Falter", "Dossier", "News" and "Profil" – were analyzed with regard to the forms of presentation used for investigative contributions. The aim was to analyze the content of ten different investigative journalistic online articles per media, which were finally collected from all media on 15 July 2018. The selection of the investigative contributions was based on the theoretically derived categories: mismanagement, abuse of authority, self-enrichment, nepotism, corruption, assertion of self-interests at the expense of the general public, fraud/ignorance/conflicts of interest, systemic grievances/injustice, ecological grievances, security risks, transparency [3].

The medium News had to be removed from the analysis, since at the time of the study no article with investigative content was available on the medium's website – although the weekly paper is characterized by such content both historically and to some extent in current print editions.

53 evaluations of investigative content were recorded in individual articles (Table I) [3]. Overall, transparency was the most pronounced category with eleven entries. One of the reasons for this could be the strong official secrecy in Austria. Nevertheless, the so-called traditional theme categories, as proposed by Ludwig, represent a majority of the themes [7].

It is also evident how individual topics are set. Three out of four media have a broad range of topics and achieve at least one entry in two thirds of the categories. All in all, it can be seen from the topics of the analyzed media that they are widely spread. Only the topic security risks is not dealt with in the sample of articles that has been analyzed.

The high number of contributions on the subject transparency suggests that the way in which topics are set has changed and that investigative journalists perceive their role differently. More articles are published, for example, which independently analyze a topic, its functions and interrelationships and make it publicly available without external cause. Thus, the public sector is controlled at an own initiative, often with data-driven content. Depending on the medium, specific priorities are set. For example, Dossier already has a strong focus on advertising expenditures of public institutions from its founding history, and expenditures for funding are also suitable for data-related contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigative contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addendum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismanagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse of authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-enrichment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepotism / cronyism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption / bribery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-interest at the expense of the general public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud, ignorance, conflicts of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic grievances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological grievances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although transparency is the most common topic, the further distribution shows that the "classical" topics as defined by Ludwig together make up the majority of contributions. The canon of topics that constitutes the core of investigative journalism has not changed overall, but has been expanded [7].

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF FORMS OF REPRESENTATION IN INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

Based on the literature and various practical examples, a category catalogue was created for the forms of presentation. These are the categories used in the analysis within which a distinction was made between static and interactive formats:

- Highlighted quote
- Infobox
- Header image
- Full image
- Picture in continuous text
- Provided picture
- Audio embedding
- Video
- Information graphic
- Scale
- Bar/bar chart
- Relative bar chart
- Dot graphic
- Scatterplot/connected point graphic
- Linear Graphics
- Pie chart
- Treemap/Area Chart
- Radar Graphics/Network
- Arc graphics
- Flow chart
• Timeline
• Map
• Original document
• Interactive info box
• Picture galleries
• Document Galleries
• Vertical Timeline
• Horizontal Timeline
• Interactive information graphic
• Interactive bar/bar chart
• Interactive Relative Bar Chart
• Interactive point graphics
• Interactive scatterplot/ linked point graphic
• Interactive linear graphics
• Interactive pie chart
• Interactive treemap/ area chart
• Interactive radar graphics
• Interactive arc graphics
• Interactive Flowchart
• Interactive network
• Interactive map
• Scrolltelling

The analysis revealed that the use of forms of representation is strongly related to the medium itself and possibly also to its founding history (Table II). For example, the print media Falter and Profil hardly use any different forms of presentation. The two platforms Addendum and Dossier, which were founded as online media, use different forms of presentation – especially with a focus on data visualization.

Common to Addendum, Falter and Profil is the default use of header images. Addendum inserts them over the entire width of the page, Falter and Profil use a preceding image that is located at the beginning of the article. These images are used in combination with headlines and teaser texts. The arrangement around the header image differs for all three media. Addendum inserts title and teaser in the image. Falter positions the title and teaser above the image. Profil inserts the title above the image, but the teaser below the image. However, in the evaluation the category ”Header Image” is identified only 28 times. This is due to the fact that two videos that had been leaked to Falter have been inserted instead of the header image. Apart from these preceding images and videos Falter does not use any other forms of representation. Profil uses only a few design options: once a source document is inserted into the continuous text, as well as two images were inserted to loosen up the text. Addendum and Dossier, that have been founded as online media with a focus on investigative and enigmatic journalism, use different forms of presentation. They show pictures for illustration and highlighted quotes to change the reading flow, as well as original documents to substantiate statements and findings. Also noticeable is a focus on data collection and data processing, which are used very frequently in connection with transparency-related content.

Although they appear in the list for the sake of completeness, the audio contributions of Addendum may not be counted as separate forms of presentation. They do not represent any added value of their own, as they are merely a soundtrack to the contributions, which should allow readers a further mode of consumption (keyword: accessibility). Since the audio tracks of the contributions appear with different lead times, not all contributions included an audio track already, and consequently only six audio files appear in the analysis.

The use of data visualizations differs with Addendum and Dossier since Addendum uses much more interactive elements, but in principle the classic visualization using bar charts and linear graphics is similar. However, it must be added that the bar and column diagrams and linear diagrams in Addendum are only interactive in the sense that the respective data set is displayed during a mouse-over. Since both media use the Datawrapper program for such data visualizations, the difference between the data visualizations of Dossier and Addendum could be due to the different financial resources of the two media.

Addendum has the most different forms of presentation with 90 elements in 16 categories, followed by 36 forms of presentation in nine categories that could be identified in Dossier. In principle, it can be stated that highlighted quotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>presentation mode</th>
<th>Addendum</th>
<th>Falter</th>
<th>Dossier</th>
<th>Profil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highlighted quote</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infobox</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Header image</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture in continuous text</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added image</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio embedding</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information graphic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar/bar chart</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative bar chart</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Graphics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Graphics/ Network</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original document</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive info box</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Galleries</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive bar/bar chart</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive linear graphics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive map</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are most frequently used (20 respectively 14 times) to loosen up long texts and to emphasize individual passages.

**Addendum** uses additional forms of presentation in all contributions; not a single analyzed contribution contains only a header image. Nevertheless, interactive forms of representation are relatively rare: only four different forms of representation and 13 elements have been identified. The other contributions use between two and 21 elements, usually the contain between two and five forms of presentation. Depending on the content of the contribution, different forms of presentation such as tables, diagrams, maps and graphics are used. As a minimum, header image and audio – which, as mentioned above, offers no added value in terms of content – are used as illustrative forms of presentation. There are only two contributions that are based on text only, apart from the header image and the audio file.

The ten contributions of the platform **Dossier** contain a total of nine different forms of presentation, including quotations, images, videos, original documents and data pieces (bar/bar chart; ratio-oriented bar chart, linear chart, network).

The most frequently used form for loosening up texts are embedded quotations, which were used a total of 14 times in five contributions. In second place follow pictures that are embedded in continuous text, as well as provided pictures. Altogether eleven pictures have been identified in six contributions. A video has also been used to illustrate and display an advertising insert, but in fact it has been used for purely illustrative purposes. Apart from the illustration, the video does not offer any added value in terms of content. In the case of **Dossier**, it is noticeable that data formats in particular are used in the sense of time series – a visual focus that can be explained by the focus on data journalism in terms of content.

In general, it can be stated that **Dossier** selects display formats on a content-oriented basis, so the display formats also vary depending on the content. It is noticeable that quotations are often used to loosen up or emphasize content. Pictures and illustrations are used according to individual needs. However, in this way individual contributions are created which hardly contain an optical loosening of the continuous text. On the other hand, various and different forms of presentation are used in individual contributions to support and illustrate content.

**VI. Usage of Visual Presentations by Austrian Online Journalists**

To complement the content analysis of the online presence of four Austrian media that are well known for publishing investigative contributions, we conducted a study among Austrian journalists to identify how they actually use different journalistic text styles, media elements and visual representations to tell their investigative stories. A quantitative approach based on an online survey was chosen to determine the opinion of journalists engaged in investigative journalism. Since only a small number of journalists is active in this specific type of journalism the survey was restricted only to journalists that work for the journalistic media types that are likely to include investigative contributions: daily newspaper, weekly newspaper, magazine, TV, radio, and Internet.

The online survey was conducted in June 2018. 2716 Austrian journalists have been invited per email to participate in the online survey. Since the email addresses have been derived from the Austrian media handbook (Medienhandbuch) the survey type is Internet survey of specifically named persons [19]. 250 persons accessed the questionnaire, but only 166 respondents actually started the questionnaire. There was a significant number of respondents that broke off after the first page. This might be due to the fact that those respondents felt involved by the email in the initial approach, but realized later that their working practice did not correspond to a more precise definition of investigative journalism. A total of 109 respondents completed the questionnaire, however some of them did not fill in all questions (i.e., partial interview). The overall response rate is only 4.01 % (based on the number of eligible contacts) [19]. The low response rate is influenced by the fact that only a small number of journalists are active in investigative journalism and only those journalists of selected media types have been addressed.

The majority of the responding journalists is male: 65% of male respondents vs. 35% female respondents. Journalists working on investigative topics are typically somewhat older (Table III).

**TABLE III. AGE DISTRIBUTION (N=107)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 to 30</td>
<td>11.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 40</td>
<td>24.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 50</td>
<td>23.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 plus</td>
<td>41.1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most journalists work on investigative stories on politics (40), economy (37), or society & social issues (31). Stories on sports (14), health (11), or science (11) are less frequent. Stories on culture are very rare (4). Other topics including crime, local news, and justice have been mentioned 22 times (Fig. 1; N=84, multiple references possible).

**Fig. 1. Genres of investigative contributions (N=84, multiple references)**

Profound investigative research is a time consuming and costly task. 18.5 % of investigative research lasts less than a day.
but the largest share of 45.7 % corresponds to research that lasts up to one week. 30.9 % of investigative research takes up to one month and 4.9 % takes even longer (Table IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Absolute</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One day</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.5 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to one week</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45.7 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to one month</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30.9 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than a month</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.9 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Journalists use different sources for their investigative research. Most journalists use information provided by reliable informants from their own network (86.6 %). 61 % use data from public web sources and an own on-site inspection. 59.8 % of the journalists get their information from publicly available documents while 43.9 % use secret documents. 52.4 % rely on transparent interviewees that may be mentioned, and 46.3 % use transparent interviewees that have to be made anonymous. Data journalistic analysis is performed only by 37.8 % of the journalists (Fig. 2; N=80, multiple references possible).

Additionally, journalists working for daily newspapers, weekly newspapers, and magazines (N=47) were asked how important they consider the different media types for the representation of investigative content. Remark: Since journalists working for TV and radio are much more limited in their choice of (visual) representation their answers are excluded in the following results. For this purpose a four-point Likert scale has been applied: very important | rather important | less important | not important (Fig. 4).

Similar to the actual usage of the analyzed forms of presentation (i.e., media types) the results show that text is most important. All journalists consider text to be important: 91.3 % very important or 8.7 % rather important. Pictures are important as well for 76.1 % (very important: 45.7 % or rather important: 30.4 %). Only 23.9 % rate pictures less important for investigative content. The results of the survey show a quite similar outcome for the type information graphics. 78.3 % of the journalists rate infographics to be important (very important: 41.3 % or rather important: 37 %). While 17.4 % expect infographics to be less important, a small number of 4.3 % consider them not important. Video is important for 60.9 % of the journalists (very important: 17.4 % or rather important: 43.5 %), while audio is important for 45.7 % of the journalists (very important: 13.1 % or rather important: 32.6 %).

Visual forms of presentation of investigative online journalism in Austrian media

Fig. 2. Sources of investigative research (N=80)

Journalists use various forms of (visual) presentation of their investigative content. Text is the dominant form of presentation. 85.7 % of the respondents (N=84) use text as the primary form of presentation. 64.3 % use pictures and 50 % use information graphics. Online media allow journalists to incorporate video and audio in their investigative contributions as well, however they are used much less (video: 14.3 %, audio: 9.5 %).

Since journalists consider text as the most important form of representation for investigative content we analyzed which text styles the journalists use most frequently (based on the usage in daily newspapers, weekly newspapers, and magazines; Fig. 5). The most common text styles are report (95.3 %; 83.7 % very frequent, 11.6 % frequent) and reportage (69.8 %; 30.3 % very frequent, 39.5 % frequent). Less popular, but still frequently used are news items (55.8 %; 23.3 % very frequent, 32.5 % frequent), column (46.5 %; 20.9 % very frequent, 25.6 % frequent), editorial comment (39.5 %; 13.9 % very frequent, 25.6 % frequent), and portrait (48.8 %; 11.6 % very frequent, 37.2 % frequent).
Traditionally, in scientific literature the contents of investigative journalism have been limited to mismanagement, abuse of authority, self-enrichment or corruption – contents that uncover misconduct by officials, dignitaries, private companies or those in power in society. Investigative journalism therefore sees itself as a social control authority. Instead of reporting on events, an attempt is made to point out relevant events and to direct a social and media focus on stories that otherwise happen outside public perception. In addition to content on active events or actions investigative journalism also examines systemic grievances that can lead to injustice without human intervention. Furthermore its task is to make non-public content public in order to prevent abuse of power and increase the level of public information in the sense of transparency.

The four analyzed media focus on showing non-public content and thus transparency-related stories. However, articles on "classical" categories of investigative journalism as defined, for example, by Ludwig [8] predominate and thus content on abuse of authority and power, mismanagement or the enforcement of self-interests. Due to the manifold relevance of content, 53 investigative aspects could be identified in 40 contributions.

Different visual and interactive elements can be used to make it easier for readers to understand investigative content. They also increase attention at reception and the likelihood that users can actively remember content. Despite the variety of static and interactive forms of presentation, however, it became apparent that media that developed their online presence as a second communication channel (Falter, Profil) have problems in using these possibilities. Only in exceptional cases, videos or documents are embedded and active attention is paid to loosening up the text flow. At the same time, potential is also actively dispensed with, since, for example, info boxes are only used in the print edition but are not implemented online. Purely online media use many more elements, including pictures for illustration and highlighted quotations, to change the reading flow, as well as original documents to substantiate statements and findings. It is also striking that the focus is on data formats which are used particularly frequently in connection with transparency-related content. Although the use of data visualizations differs between Addendum and Dossier due to the interactivity of Addendum, the basic visualization by bar charts and linear graphics is identical. The experimental factor, which is made possible by the complete implementation of interactive data formats, is also not exploited fully by Addendum, although different forms of presentation are used much more frequently for Addendum than for Dossier.

The study among Austrian investigative journalists to identify how they actually use different journalistic text styles, media elements and visual representations to tell their investigative stories revealed that text is the dominant form of presentation (86 %) actually used in investigative reports. Pictures (64 %) and information graphics (50 %) are frequently used as well. However, video (14 %) and audio (9 %) are seldom used to present investigative content. When journalists had been asked which media types they consider being important for the representation of investigative content we got similar results. All journalists consider text to be most important (100 %), followed by information graphics (78 %) and pictures (76 %). Video is important for 61 % of the journalists, while audio is important for 46 % of the journalists. The focus on text may be due to the fact that investigative journalists still heavily rely on classic sources of information. For example, data journalistic analysis is performed only by 37.8 % of the journalists in our survey. Consequently, the most common text styles are report (95 %) and reportage (70 %), followed by news items (56 %), column (46 %), editorial comment (39 %), and portrait (49 %).

Overall, the following conclusions result for the visual representation of investigative online journalism in Austria:

- Investigation is sparsely represented in Austria, at least in the more broadly effective area of online journalism – despite its corresponding social relevance.

- Media that are primarily geared to online presence use more and more different visual and structural forms of presentation to make content easier to understand. However, the interactivity factor was only used to a limited extent with added value, at least during the survey period. And: These media have comparatively low audience reach, so many contents do not reach a large part of the population.

- Within the media focused on the online presence, there is a difference in the presentation which can at least partly be traced back to the different resources.

All in all, there is a clear need for Austrian media to catch up in investigative online journalism in general, and within this, in turn, there are major omissions – or in other words: potentials – in the field of visual representation of it. Like everywhere else in journalism today, the question of financing is decisive for the quality of implementation, even among those media that are currently making better progress. A solution to this problem could be reproducible prototypes and tool-based processes for the representation of investigative online journalism, which ensure a more resource-saving implementation and thus enable the media to ultimately make highly relevant social content available to a larger number of people more simply and cost-effectively.
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Abstract—The customer journey in digital marketing defines several touch points, where interested users can directly interact with an e-business platform. In order to convert a user into a buyer, persona-based a priori adaptations of the user interface can be combined with dynamic adaptations at runtime with the goal to optimize individual customer experience and guide task accomplishment. This paper examines customer experience optimization for scenarios from a cosmetics industry e-business portal with the SitAdapt 2.0 system. Dynamic adaptations are triggered by situation rules based on the continuous analysis of the users’ varying cognitive and emotional situations during a session. The model-based adaptation process exploits models and patterns for the rapid generation of user interface modifications.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Digitalization in marketing can be seen as a straightforward approach to designing and implementing IT-based solutions for the generic steps of the customer journey. A customer journey is a customer’s interaction at several touch points with a service or several services of one or more service providers in order to achieve a specific goal [9]. More focused on purchasing a product, the customer journey can be defined as an iterative process that includes touch point based interactions with a provider or a business during a pre-purchase, a purchase, and a post-purchase phase [13]. The journey could include experiences from earlier purchases and affect future purchases. In this view no fixed a priori purchase goal is necessary, but the service provider would try to arouse the interest of potential customers in the pre-purchase phase. At all touch points between the provider and the customer, one has to distinguish between the customer view and the provider view. It must be the provider’s goal at every touch point, to create a situation that leads to optimum user experience (UX) for the potential customer.

UX during the customer journey is often described as customer experience. As an extract and synthesis of earlier research efforts customer experience can be seen as “a multidimensional construct” that focuses on “a customer’s cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social reactions to the offerings of a provider or a business “during the customer’s entire purchase journey” [13].

With SitAdapt [14], [15] we have developed a software architecture for situation analytics and for integrating adaptive behavior into web- or app-based interactive applications. SitAdapt fulfills the requirements for automating essential parts of the customer experience optimization process as well as for various other domains from medical monitoring to driver assistance systems. Possible adaptations are modeled within the PaMGIS MBUID framework [5], [6]. They are triggered by situation rules and generated by activating and exploiting domain-dependent and independent HCI-patterns. In this paper we present our preliminary lab-based results for using the current implementation SitAdapt 2.0 with a new rule editor and an advanced situation interpreter within the e-commerce domain.

The paper includes the following main contributions:

• Discussion of a new model-based approach [17] for automating customer experience optimization
• Defining the potential for software adaptation [24], [12], [19], [20] based on situation analytics [3], context-awareness [22], and situation-awareness [7]
• Demonstrating the suitability of emotion recognition and bio-signal tracking for triggering user interface modifications [8], [19], [21], [23].
• Detailing the adaptation process and workflow for the e-business domain

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:

Chapter II introduces the SitAdapt 2.0 system with its new rule editor. Chapter III first introduces possible adaptation features and defines example scenarios for generic and individual situations that are occurring in different phases of the customer journey when visiting a cosmetics business portal. Some of the possible SitAdapt 2.0 use-cases are demonstrated. After this, the chapter discusses the modeling and generation of adaptations. Chapter IV concludes the paper.

1 Part of this work was carried out in cooperation with Dr. Grandel GmbH, Augsburg, Germany. We greatly acknowledge the opportunity to run the SitAdapt 2.0 tools and user tests on their enterprise e-business platform.
II. SitAdapt 2.0

The SitAdapt 2.0 runtime environment is integrated into the PaMGIS (Pattern-based Modeling and Generation of Interactive Systems) development framework. The framework allows for modeling and generating responsive behavior in the user interface and has now been enhanced towards dynamic adaptation by situation interpretation at runtime.

The architecture (Fig. 1) consists of the following parts:

- The data interfaces from the different devices (Tobii eye-tracker\(^2\), Empatica wristband\(^3\), Noldus Facereader\(^4\), metadata from the application)

![SitAdapt 2.0 Architecture](image)

- The recording component synchronizes the different input records with a timestamp, records the eye- and gaze-tracking signal of the user and tracks the emotional video facial expression as a combination of the six basic emotions (happy, sad, scared, disgusted, surprised, and angry) based on Ekman’s model [4]. Other recorded data about the user are, e.g., age-range and gender [15]. The stress-level and other biometric data are recorded in real-time by a wristband. In addition, mouse movements and keyboard logs are protocolled [11].

- The database writer stores the data from the recording component and from the browser in the database in the form of discrete raw situations and manages the communication with the rule editor. Raw situations are generated at each tick of a predefined time frame varying from 1/60s to 1s.

- The rule editor allows the definition and modification of situation rules, e.g. for specifying the different user states (e.g. if a happy state is observed, it will only become relevant, if the state lasts more than five seconds and the grade of the emotion surpasses a certain activation level). For experimenting with rule heuristics and observing users we built a prototypical web application for long distance travel booking. In addition we used results from our cosmetics industry user study [1] for finding plausible situation rules. Fig. 2 shows the creation of a simple situation rule with two conditions and one action. In this case only a dialog with the user is created. However, situation rules can also activate HCI-patterns in the PaMGIS pattern repository. These patterns are exploited at runtime to generate user interface adaptations from predefined UI-, task-, or domain-model fragments.

- The situation analytics component analyzes the sequences of raw situations with their parameters varying over time and condenses them to a situation profile holding the most significant information about the currently applying situations. Typical situations can be described in the form of situation patterns. The situation analytics component matches the raw sequences to such situation patterns. A set of typical domain-dependent and independent situation patterns is available in the PaMGIS pattern repository. Such situation patterns can serve as templates for creating situation rules with the rule editor, where an action part with one or more actions is added. New situation patterns can be discovered by running offline data mining tools, e.g., RapidMiner\(^5\), on the raw situation sequences recorded during multiple sessions.

![SitAdapt 2.0 Rule Editor with an example rule exploiting visual emotions provided by Facereader](image)

\(^2\) www.tobii.com
\(^3\) https://www.empatica.com/en-eu/research/e4/
\(^4\) www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/facereader

\(^5\) https://rapidminer.com
special offers, to improved customer experience levels, or to meeting user desires defined by the hidden mental states of the user. The adaptation component finally generates the necessary modifications of the interactive target application.

These architectural components are necessary for enabling the PaMGIS framework to support automated adaptive user interfaces. In the user interface construction process, the SitAdapt 2.0 evaluation and adaptation component cooperates with the models of the interactive application (abstract, concrete and final user interface model, context of use models, task and concept model) and can also access the HCI-patterns (not to be confused with the situation patterns) residing in the PaMGIS repositories to build the necessary modifications of the user interface at runtime.

III. AUTOMATING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OPTIMIZATION IN E-BUSINESS

As a promising candidate domain for exploring situation analytics and situation-aware adaptation we have selected the e-business and e-commerce fields. In our current project we focus on a commercial cosmetics e-business portal.

A. Dynamic Adaptation Features

We have implemented dynamic adaptation features for pre-session, first session and recurring session adaptation. Typical adaptation features are related to the following areas:

Visual appearance of the application

- Gender or age specific coloring
- Gender or age specific image selections
- Soothing image or color selection
- Age specific element size
- Element ordering or widget selection dependent on age or emotional state
- Screen contrast dependent on clock time, bio-physical or emotional user state
- Font type, font size dependent on age, clock time, bio-physical or emotional user state

New user interface or content elements

- Tutorial-offering at first session or dependent on user age
- Help functionality, e.g. chat window, help menu item, tool tips, UI element tips dependent on user behavior
- Personalized fields and panes (user- and behavior-specific advertisement)

Content-based adaptation

- Personalized product offers or suggestions
- Voucher offering dependent on user behavior
- User feedback functionality dependent on user behavior

B. Complex Situation Examples for a Cosmetics Portal

In a comprehensive user study with 9 female test persons we tested the usability, user experience and emotional behavior for several scenarios when interacting with a real-world cosmetics industry web-portal [1]. These tests served as the basis for finding domain-dependent situations and formulating situation rules. Due to the limited space we can only discuss some of the most interesting findings in this section.

In order to illustrate the potential of situation-aware adaptation we present some real-world situation examples and possible adaptive reactions. In the first example (Fig. 3) a test person is searching for a specific winter skin cream. Upon reading the detailed description of the product Winter Silk Crème, the user’s emotional state significantly changes to happy. A situation rule could now exploit this knowledge to give additional information about other winter products. The improved customer experience near the purchase touch point can directly lead to a purchase of this and similar products.

In the next example (Fig. 4 and 5), the system has gathered a priori knowledge about the varying gaze behavior of test persons, who are known customers of the business or who are here for the first time, by distinguishing between the lab-created heat maps. The gaze behavior with respect to this image can be used to categorize anonymous users. The customer experience during the pre-purchase phase can be improved. When the system assumes a returning customer, the focus of her further customer journey will be put on showing aesthetic images, while in the other case more descriptive information will be given during the rest of the customer journey.
customer personas, which are used for pre-runtime adaptations and configurations of an application. Focusing on personas for a priori adaptation of the cosmetics portal can e.g. affect the visual appearance, the product content structure, the level of the product description language, the appearance of special advertisements, or the gaming and social media orientation of the website. Are test persons behaving like their respective personas or are there significant deviations from the expected behavior? This can be evaluated by comparing the situation profiles that come up during persona-adapted user tests with the typical situation profiles specified during the persona definition process. Vice-versa SitAdapt 2.0 can classify unknown customers or first time visitors into one of the given persona categories by analyzing the situations appearing during the session and by analyzing the users’ behavior after situation-rule triggered adaptations.

All of these user observations and behavior evaluations as well as the adaptations of the interactive software are currently done in our situation analytics lab environment. The rapid evolution of visual and biophysical user tracking and monitoring technology will enable situation-aware individual adaptations for the end user in the near future.

C. Adaptation Modeling and Adaptation Process

By applying our MBUID approach, the modeling, generation and adaptation of the target website is done with the help of the PaMGIS framework and the integrated SitAdapt 2.0 system (Fig. 1). The PaMGIS framework is based on the Cameleon Reference Framework (CRF) [2], [18]. In the construction process first of all, the abstract user interface model (AUI) is generated from the information contained in the domain model of the application that includes a task model and the concept model (i.e. business model) and defines abstract user interface objects that are still independent of the context of use. This AUI model can then be transformed into a concrete user interface model (CUI) that already exploits the context of use model that includes the user, device, UI-Toolkit and environment model, and the dialog model, which is responsible for the dynamic user interface behavior. In the next step, the final user interface model (FUI) is generated by parsing the CUI model and by exploiting the context of use model and the layout model [15].

The first displayed version of the product e-commerce website is already adapted to the user. For example by using the age and target device information from the context of use model. The SitAdapt 2.0 system permanently monitors the user and recognizes the situations she or he is experiencing while viewing the webpage and interacting with the user interface. The evaluation component recognizes in the first example (Fig. 3), that the user reads the text attentively and that the level of the happy emotion surpasses a given minimum duration (e.g. more than 5 seconds). These data come from the raw situation sequences stored in the database by the recording component. The various inputs from the Facereader (emotion) and eye tracking (text screen field) and the metadata of the website (URL) were evaluated just in time by the situation analytics component that has created the following situation profile of the current situation:

```xml
<SituationProfile>
  <TargetApplication>Desktop_PC
  ...
  <Situation_product_view>
    <FUI_link> product_view
    <AUI_link>
      model_AUI_product_view_1
      <CUI_link>
        model_CUI_product_view_1
        <Dialog_link> product_view
        <Task_link> product_view
        <Concept_link>
          model_concept_Product_view_1
          <Eye_Tracking>
            Product_Textbox_Product_1(10 s)
            <USRUA_Age_Range>30-50
            <USRUA_Gender>female
            <EmotionalState> happy
            <UserPsychologicalState>
              <BiometricState>
                <Pulse> normal
                <StressLevel> green
               ...
  </Situation_product_view>
</SituationProfile>
```

The evaluation and adaptation component examines the situation profile to decide, if an adaptation can take place. This is usually achieved by activating the responsible sub-set of situation rules in the rule editor (Fig 2.). Alternatively, the programmer or web designer can directly provide code for interpreting the situation profile in the web application client or server, which is triggered when the user interacts with specific elements of the user interface.

In the concrete example, the situation rules specify that additional information about other winter cosmetic products should be displayed in this particular situation. The decision can be refined by also taking into account the user persona, if it is already known. For a strictly goal-oriented persona, a new window with additional product information may be shown. For a more cautious persona, a question text may appear, whether additional product information about winter products is welcome.

The evaluation and adaptation component now starts the adaptation process, which leads to the generation of a modified user interface. A new CUI and subsequently a FUI is generated and displayed to the user. The PaMGIS modeling environment must provide all the necessary models, model variants and model fragments necessary for user interface modifications. User interface models may contain links to HCI-patterns that can facilitate user interface code generation. More complex adaptations may also activate different tasks specified in the task model and require the activation of non-UI service code.

By observing the users’ emotional behavior after such adaptations, the quality of the situation rules and the respective adaptations can be evaluated and rated. Such information can be used offline for refining the situation rule set for later use.
IV. CONCLUSION

SitAdapt 2.0 is an advanced architecture for automating user interface adaptation for responsive web-applications that were constructed with the PaMGIS MBUID framework. This paper has demonstrated the flexibility and versatility of this new approach by testing it with different scenarios and touch points of the customer journey in a commercial e-business platform for cosmetics products. It could be demonstrated that emotion recognition combined with eye- and gaze-tracking can be a powerful method for assessing situations and finding possible adaptations at application runtime. By the lab-based observation of users through multiple visual and physical channels we could establish a basis for improving the customer experience in the pre-purchase and after purchase phases, because the gathered knowledge can be used for optimizing a priori and persona-based adaptations and can lead to improved situation rules. A follow-up study that is currently under way will evaluate the effectiveness of the persona-based a priori and situation-aware runtime adaptations for the perceived individual customer experience.

In the future we will combine SitAdapt 2.0 functionality with web and big-data analytics to further improve the customer experience of e-business applications and to evaluate, which of the applied user monitoring technologies can be helpful in situation-aware end-user environments.
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